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Theorizing the sacred center is an enduring problem in the history and
the sociology of religion. The inadequacy of existing approachesis indicated by recent historical events. In the last decade, we have witnessed
explosions of violence at several of the world'smost sacred centers. Here
we wish to discuss two: Jerusalem's har ha-bayit/al-haram al-sharif,
Temple Mount or Noble Sanctuary, and Ayodhya's Ramjanmabhumi/
Babri Masjid, the Temple of the Birthplace of Ram or Babri Mosque. For
more than a decade we have been studying the politics of the city of
Jerusalem, a site sacred and sovereign to both Palestinians and Israelis.
As political sociologist and a historian of religions, we have sought to
analyze its politics as a struggle over the organization and meaning of
time and space both in the choreography of daily life and at the most
sacred sites in the city.1
When one of India'smost sacred sites became the focal point of violent
encounters between Hindu nationalists and the Indian state in the 1980s,
finally exploding in 1992, we were intrigued. Were there similarities between the violent episodes in Jerusalem and Ayodhya? What might these
violent episodes tell us about the nature of sacred centers? While these
are religious sites, we suspect that the issues they raise are relevant to an
understandingof other violent confrontations, such as the conflagration
that blackened Moscow's "White House" in 1993 and the bloody clashes
at Tiananmen Square in Beijing in 1989.
1
Roger Friedland and Richard Hecht, To Rule Jerusalem (Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1996).
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I. TEMPLES OF DOOM

On the morning of December 6, 1992, more than 300,000 Rama kar
sevaks (volunteers in service to Sri Rama) descended on the city of
Ayodhya intent on destroying the Babri Mosque and rebuilding a new
temple marking the birthplace of Rama, the divine avatarof Vishnu, or
as he is known in North India, Ram. Many of these kar sevaks were armed
with tridents, one of the traditionaliconographic symbols of Shiva. The
three majorreligious nationalist groups, the BharatiyaJanataParty(BJP),
or the Indian People's Party, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS),
the National Union of Volunteers,and the Vishva Hindu Parishad(VHP),
the World Hindu Society, called on Hindus from all over India to come
to Ayodhya and build the Lord Ram's Temple. The Indian supreme court
had earlier ruled that no temple should be built on the land occupied
by the Babri Masjid and that the mosque should remain untouched. The
religious nationalist Indian People's Party, which controlled the government of Uttar Pradesh, had assured the national government, ruled by
the secular Congress Party, that it would protect the mosque. More than
5,000 paramilitarytroops had been dispatched to cordon off the Babri
Masjid, which was now surroundedby steel and barbed-wirefencing.
Shortly before noon on Sunday, December 6, some 40,000 kar sevaks
of the RSS youth movement Bajrang Dal began to filter through the
cordons of military police who offered little or no resistance. They were
led by a throng of sadhus wearing saffron bandanas, many carrying the
trishuls, others carrying sledgehammers, and shouting "Jai Sri Ram"
(Victory to Lord Ram). Wave upon wave of Hindu holy men and kar sevaks brandishingclubs, iron pipes, and swords pushed throughthe police
and army lines, tramplingthe steel fences and barbedwire. Some groups
among the throng of people surrounding the mosque chanted "Atom
bomb, atom bomb!" and others "Powerhouse,powerhouse!"Once inside
the enclave, a specially trained force of some 1,200 kar sevaks climbed
to the mosque's domes and began smashing throughits ceilings with hammers. In less than six hours the mob tore down the mosque brick by brick
using shovels, pickaxes, and their bare hands until nothing remained.
Four Hindus fell to their deaths and 600 were seriously injured as segments of the ceilings and walls collapsed on them. That night, kar sevaks
entered the Muslim quarter of the city, killed ten Muslims, and razed
nearly one hundredhouses. Others built a temporary temple on the site
of the destroyed mosque. Their building continued into the next day. In
the evening of December 7, the kar sevaks began to leave on specially
arrangedtrains and buses, and the army moved in to take control of the
temple site in the early hours of December 8.2
2 Edward A.
Gargan, "Hindu Militants Destroy Mosque, Setting off a New Crisis in
India" and "Crowd's Religious Zeal Turns to Physical Abuse," New YorkTimes (December 7, 1992).
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For the next weeks India was shattered by intercommunal violence.
Huge sections of India's major cities, including New Delhi, Bombay, and
Ahmadabad, were placed under military curfew. More than 3,000 people
died in the violence. More than 50,000 homes (excluding large sections
of shanty towns) were destroyed in fires that burned whole sections of the
cities. More than 100,000 small businesses and offices were looted or
torched. Villages in which there was very little "communalism" suddenly
were split into warring camps. The communal violence was the worst
since partition. The central government outlawed worship of Ram at the
site (although the district magistrate lifted the ban on January 2, 1993)
and dismissed the BJP governments in the four states it ruled. The RSS,
the Bajrang Dal, and the VHP were temporarily banned. While key leaders of the BJP and VHP were arrested, all of them were released within
a month. This was followed by a second wave of even more intense communal violence centered in Bombay a month later in January 1993.3 The
destruction of the Babri Masjid had international repercussions. In Pakistan, dozens of Hindu temples were attacked, damaged, or destroyed.
Muslims demonstrated outside Indian embassies around the world. Interpol and the FBI braced for assassinations and violence in New York,
Paris, and London.4
The violent explosion at Ayodhya reminded us of the deadly confrontation in Jerusalem two years before. On Monday, October 8, 1990, as
many as 5,000 Palestinians massed on Jerusalem's haram al-sharif to prevent what they believed would be a profane incursion into its sacred precincts by a small group of Jewish nationalists who called themselves the
"Faithful of the Temple Mount." Formed in the early 1980s, the Faithful
of the Temple Mount are one of many religious nationalist groups that
understand the limit to Jewish access to the platform where the Holy of
Holies once stood as a profaning wound to Israeli sovereignty. The Faithful, they declared, would lay the foundation stone of a third Jewish temple. The Jerusalem police had banned the demonstration, ruling that it
was a provocation and a violation of Israeli law. On Sunday, the Israeli
3
Stanley J. Tambiah, in Leveling Crowds: Ethnonationalist Conflicts and Collective
Violence in South Asia (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1996),
pp. 253-55, notes the spatial and temporal vectors in the Januaryrioting. While the press
referred to the violence taking place in shanty towns, these areas in reality contained the
majority of Bombay's urban population, its poor and lower-middle-class and white-collar
communities.
4 See the
postscript "December 1992" to Ainslie T. Embree, "The Function of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh: To Define the Hindu Nation," in Accounting for Fundamentalisms: The Dynamic Character of Movements, ed. Martin E. Marty and R. Scott Appleby
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), pp. 645-49; R. Thakur, "Ayodhya and the
Politics of India'sSecularism: A Double StandardDiscourse,"Asian Survey:A MonthlyReview of ContemporaryAsian Affairs 33 (July 1993): 645-64; Y. Ghimire and R. Pathak,
"Too Much, Too Late,"India Today(January31, 1993), pp. 50-53; and Y. Ghimire, "The
Rise of the Saddhus,"India Today (January 31, 1993), pp. 49-51.
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High Court of Justice upheld the police ban. Sermons in al-Aqsa Mosque
the preceding Friday had called on Palestinians from throughoutIsrael
and the occupied territoriesof the West Bank and the Gaza Strip to defend the sanctity of haram al-sharif. At 8:30, the plaza in front of the
Western Wall directly below the haram was filled with more than 20,000
Jews who gathered for the celebration of the festival of Sukkot. As the
Sukkot service ended, the leader of the Faithful of the Temple Mount,
Gershon Salomon, and about fifty followers attemptedto enter the haram
at the MughrabianGate above the WesternWall plaza. They were met by
a contingent of Israeli border and municipal police who orderedthem to
turn back. "We shall continue our struggle until the Israeli flag is flying
from the Dome of the Rock," Salomon defiantly said to the commanding officer.5Salomon's group left the Old City throughthe Dung Gate on
their way to the Shiloah Pool in Silwan carryinga bannerthat proclaimed
"Temple Mount-The Symbol of Our Peoples Is in the Hands of Our
Enemies."
According to early Western press reports, the Palestinians, without
provocation, began throwing rocks over the haram'swalls onto the Jews
below in the plaza of the WesternWall.6 These accounts were later contradicted in the official reports of the Israeli Zamir Commission, by Palestinians and Israeli civil rights groups, and the inquest findings of the
Jerusalem Magistrate's Court of Judge Ezra Kama. These concur that
while the police were turning away Salomon's group, a small patrol of
border police was within the haram patrolling the periphery of the Palestinian demonstrators. Someone in the patrol accidentally dropped a
tear-gas canister that rolled into a group of Palestinian women. The Palestinians responded by throwing stones at the police. The outnumbered
police fired back as they withdrew to the MughrabianGate. The Palestinians continued throwing stones at the police as they retreated;many
of these stones fell on the plaza in front of the WesternWall, but by then
most of the Jews had fled, frightened by the earlier gunfire. The police
regroupedand reenteredthe haram spraying bullets at the crowd. Within
a matter of minutes, seventeen Palestinians had been shot to death and
more than one hundredwere seriously wounded.7 Kama concluded that
in some cases individual police officers faced "real danger" and were
5 Daniel Williams, "Israelis Slay Nineteen Arabs in Clash in Jerusalem,"Los Angeles
Times (October 9, 1990).
6 See,
e.g., Sabra Chartrand,"Nineteen Arabs Killed in Battle with Jerusalem Police,"
New YorkTimes (October 9, 1990); Ron Kampeas, "Twenty-one Arabs Die as the Police
Quell Temple Mount Riot," Jerusalem Post (October 9, 1990); Williams, "Israelis Slay
Nineteen Arabs in Clash in Jerusalem";and Peter Arett, Cable News Network (October
9, 1990).
7 See "Special File: The Haramal-sharif (Temple Mount) Killings,"Journal of Palestine
Studies 20 (Winter 1991): 134-59.
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justified in using deadly fire, but in others the use of live ammunitionwas
"without reasonable need."
In the aftermath of this massacre, the violent clashes between Palestinians, who had been engaged in an uprising since December 1987, and
Israeli soldiers and settlers intensified. A number of Jews were subsequently murderedin Jerusalem by Islamic militants intent on avenging
the dead Palestinians and the profanationof the haram. Also for the first
time, religious Jews, with the support of Ariel Sharon, then minister of
housing, were able to force through a significant Jewish residential settlement in an all-Arab neighborhoodjust outside the Old City walls.
II. CONTESTED SACRED CENTERS

Both Jerusalem and Ayodhya are contested sacred centers, between Jews
and Muslims in the first case, Hindus and Muslims in the second. In Jerusalem, the same sixty-square-acreplatform Jews refer to as har ha-bayit
or the Temple Mount, is known by Muslims and Palestinians as al-haram
al-sharif or the Noble Sanctuary.
For Jews this is the site King David purchasedfor the Israelite nation's
first temple built by his son Solomon, a temple destroyed and rebuilt after
their return from the Babylonian exile. The structurewas expanded by
Herod the Great in the last quarter of the first century B.C.E. and subsequently destroyed again during the Jewish nationalist revolt against
Roman rule in 70 C.E. Jews considered this site, at the center of which
stood the Holy of Holies, as the center of the world. It functioned as the
sacrificial site, the locus of contact between human and divine worlds,
the destination of the annual Jewish pilgrimages of Sukkot, Passover,
and Shavuot. In late antiquity, Jews developed a complex of ideas in
which this was the place from which God constructedthe cosmos, as well
as the rock on which Abrahambound his son Isaac for sacrifice-evenshetiyyah, the stone of foundation. Within the Jewish messianic tradition,
together with the ingatheringof the Jewish exiles, the construction of the
temple on this site has been an essential index of the redemptive process
ever since it was destroyed by the Romans.
For Muslims, the haram al-sharif is the site identified with the miraculous night journey of the Prophet Muhammaddescribed in the Qur'an's
seventeenth Sura. It is from here that the Prophetascended into the heavens where the daily order of prayerwas revealed to him. The Prophet ascended to heaven from the sakra, the same rock the Jews consider the
"stone of foundation." Later traditions would expand this text and its
identification with Jerusalem. As the Prophet entered this area, he tethered in mid-airhis magical steed, Buraq,to the western wall of the haram,
known to this day as al-Buraq,the same site Jews hold sacred as the Western Wall, one of the retaining walls of the temple complex destroyed by
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the Romans. For Palestinian Muslims, Jerusalem will be the site where
God will judge the righteous and evildoers. Jerusalem is a pilgrimage
center for Muslims celebrating Ramadanas well as intense local pilgrimages such as that to Nebi Musa, the mosque marking the burial site of
Moses.
Jerusalemis the organizationalcenter of Israeli Jewish and Palestinian
Islamic religious institutions. The city is the center of the Ministry of
Religious Affairs, which has jurisdiction over the city's sacred sites. It
is also the center of three networks of yeshivot, or seminaries-religious
Zionist seminaries of the state, those of the haredim, who give the state
little or no redemptive significance, and those of the settlement movement, which understandthe extension of Israeli sovereignty over all the
land of Israel, and especially of all Jerusalem, as a critical element and
index of the redemptive process. While the first two do not believe that
Jews should intervene in the apportionmentof ritual rights at the site
where the temple once stood, the last group of yeshivot, which are concentrated proximate to the har ha-bayit, theologically legitimate such
actions. For Muslims, Jerusalem'sharam is the site of one of the largest
Palestinian economic institutions, the awqaf, which holds large landholdings in trust, as well as controlling a network of mosques, religious
courts, and schools extending throughoutthe West Bank.
For Hindus, the Ramjanmabhumiis the beginning point of their national identities as well as a site that marksfor India'sMuslims the zenith
of their national history in the subcontinent.For Hindus, Ayodhya is the
birthplace of Ram, an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, the exemplar of all
Hindu virtues. Hindus divide time into epochs, called yugas. Rama is said
to have spent his youth in Ayodhya and to have been the king there during the Treta-yuga, thousands of years before our epoch, the Kali-yuga,
which began at the end of the fourth millennium B.C.E. Ayodhya prospered under King Rama; the Ramayana, one of the great Hindu epics,
describes it as a massive urbancenter with sumptuousbuildings and palaces. The place of King Rama'sbirthwas markedwith a splendid temple,
the Ramjanmabhumi,which remainedeven after Rama moved his capital
to Saketa and the city went into decline. Hindus argue that while the
Ramjanmabhumiwas repeatedly lost and recovered throughoutthe ages,
the temple was only destroyed in the sixteenth century when a nobleman
in the court of the first Moghul emperor Babur tore down its walls to
construct the Babri Masjid Mosque to honor the emperor.
Just as the symbolic meanings of Jerusalem's har ha-bayit and alharam al-sharif were intensified in the history of Judaism and Islam, so
too did Hindus build the sanctity of Ayodhya, in some cases reworking
traditionalHindu myths. For example, according to one Hindi guidebook
to the city, the Ahodhyaji ka Prachin Itihas, Ayodhya existed before the
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creationof the profane world. Manu, the first man, broughtit from heaven
and created the world outwardfrom it. Pilgrims visiting Ayodhya will often be told the story of how Manu survived the first deluge in the first
world epoch, the Krita-yuga. Encountering Vishnu in the form of a fish,
the god told Manu that the world would soon be destroyed and ordered
him to build a ship to carry all the sages, plants, and animals.8 The sites
of Hindu-sacredgeography are identified with the body of Vishnu: Ujjain
was the feet of Vishnu, Dwaraka his navel, Haridwarhis heart, Mathura
his neck, and Kashi or Banaras his nose. Ayodhya, which Manu recognized as the most sacred site of all, was identified as the head of Vishnu.
Ayodhya is considered the source of all worlds: Brahmalok, Indralok,
Vishnulok, and Golok.9
Recent narratives infuse the history of Ayodhya with the miraculous.
The Islamic emperor, Babur, it is said, could not build his mosque after
the destruction of the Ramjanmabhumi.Each night, the walls he ordered
built during the day collapsed. The emperorwas informed that Hanuman,
Lord Rama's divine monkey servant, would never allow a mosque to be
built on its site. The emperor was only successful when he agreed to incorporate Hindu features into his mosque, to allow Hindus to worship in
it, and to call it Sitapak, recalling not his reign but that of Rama's queen
Sita.10

As a tirtha (literally a "ford" or "crossing"), or place of pilgrimage,
Ayodhya connects heaven and earth, life and death, and the living with
8 Peter van der Veer, Gods on Earth: The
Management of Religious Experience in a
North Indian Pilgrimage Centre, London School of Economics, Monographs on Social
Anthropology, no. 59 (London: Athlone, 1988), p. 10. This narrativealso helps to explain
local Muslim tradition that believes that Noah was buried in Ayodhya as the result of
conflation of the Quranic narrative of Noah and the narrative of Manu.
9 The classical Hindu cosmos was divided into three worlds. Here, golok, "the world
of sacred cows," provides the fourth world. The addition of golok may reflect the support
in Uttar Pradesh during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century for the Gorakshini
Sabha, the Cow Protection Society. The society was created in order to protect cows from
Muslim slaughter, which became one of the prime causes for intercommunal violence.
See Anand A. Yang, "Sacred Symbol and Sacred Space in Rural India: Community Mobilization in the 'Anti-Cow Killing' Riot of 1893," Comparative Studies in Society and
History 22 (October 1980): 576-96. It is then very significant that Ayodhya is the origin
of the sacred world of cows, which immediately inverts the Muslim claim to Ayodhya.
10Neeladri
Battacharya,"Myth, History, and the Politics of Ramjanmabhumi,"in Anatomy of a Confrontation: The Babri Masjid-RamjanmabhumiIssue, ed. Sarvepalli Gopal
(New Delhi: Penguin Books India, 1991), pp. 134-35. The Hindi term sitapak is an abbreviation for the Sanskrit, sitapakasthana, "the kitchen of Sita." According to Hans Bakker,
Ayodhya: The History of Ayodhyafrom the Seventh Century BC to the Middle of the Eighteenth Century-Its Development into a Sacred Centre with Special Reference to the
Ayodhyamahatmyaand to the Worshipof Rama according to the Agastyasamhita (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1986), pt. 2, pp. 173-75, the Sita kitchen presumably formed a part
of the Janmasthanatemple complex before its destruction.Within the outer enclosure of the
present mosque in the northwest corner there is an altar on which lie stone kitchen utensils.
This area is venerated as Sita's kitchen.
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the ancestors. The Brahman pilgrimage priests serve more than a million pilgrims who visit its temples and its river, the Sarayu, to be set free
from impurity, from transgressions, and from sickness, to gain merit in
the complex ritual venerations of the river itself, to cremate a corpse, to
guide the dead across the river of death, or to feed the ancestors.
Just as Jerusalem is a vast complex of Jewish, Christian and Islamic
shrines, temples, tombs, and sanctuaries,Ayodhya with its population of
40,000, 300 miles northeast of New Delhi in India's largest state, Uttar
Pradesh,contains many Hindu, Buddhist,Jain, and Muslim sacredplaces.
There are some 3,000 Hindu temples alone in Ayodhya. While Hindus
do not have an ecclesiastical organization, Ayodhya is the center of the
Ramanandis,one of India's largest orders of sadhus or ascetics. This ascetic order is composed of three differentgroups. The tyagis are wandering "abandoners"who move about among the nine major pilgrimage
centers and sacred places dedicated to the worship of Vishnu. The nagas,
or "naked"warriors,live in akharas, military encampmentsor fortresses.
The rasiks, "enjoyers of the bliss" who serve Ram and his consort, Sita,
live in the temples dedicated to the two deities, attending to their ritual
needs and beautifying their temples.
III. THEORY OF SACRED CENTERS

Sacred centers have been bread and butterfor historians of religions. But
the events that took place at Jerusalem'shar ha-bayit/al-haram al-sharif
and Ayodhya's RamjanmabhumiTemple/BabriMosque are very difficult
to understandwithin the inherited intellectual traditions.
Historians of religions studying sacred centers have long worked in
the phenomenological traditionof Mircea Eliade, who spent his life looking for universal symbolic structures,or metaphors-such as center, axis
mundi, sacred mountain-which he believed were manifestedin all sacred
cities and temples. Sacred space and time become unique sites connecting this world to the next, whose organizationcan be read in parallel with
canonical texts. Influenced by this conception of the sacred center as
fashioned by forces that break with ordinaryhistorical time, as phenomenologically distinct orders of experience, historiansof religions have set
these sacred sites ontologically apart from other places, assuming them
to be sacred for all time. This has allowed students to analyze ritual behavior within these sites in isolation from other forms of behavior in the
cities in which these sites are located.
The dominant tradition in the study of religions metaphorically
"reads"the social organizationof these spaces in orderto understandthe
cosmology that, it is assumed, gives rise to the material organization of
that space. Some suggest that cosmology generates the larger social ge-
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ography. Paul Wheatley, for example, argued that the world's first cities
originated not as markets or fortresses, but as ceremonial centers whose
existence made territorialrule by kings possible.11Here the construction
of the symbolic center is the precondition for the political center. Transrational maps organize material territories;cosmogenesis precedes urban
development.
In this cultural phenomenology, heaven imprints earth, ideas shape
landscapes. The social production and reproductionof the sacred center
have not generally been partof the problematic.While sacred centers may
be understood as sources of enormous social power, sacred places themselves are studied without politics, without power. The ways in which
state power may generate sacrality and affect its meaning are not at issue.
Although it is recognized that sacred centers may have multiple meanings, the ways in which conflicts between those meanings are adjudicated has not been systematically addressed as a political issue in these
phenomenological or idealist traditions. Most commonly the multiple
meanings of these sacred sites are not a source of conflict but alternative,
equally genuine, interpretationsof the mother tradition. Eliade, for example, describes the apparentconflict of meanings given to the Temple
of Durga at the Kalighat in Calcutta. Some of the pilgrims understand
Durga as a goddess of terrorto whom goats are sacrificed. But, for the
initiated, Durga is the manifestation of cosmic life in constant and violent regeneration. What, he asks, is the true meaning of Durga? Is it the
meaning given by the masses or that of the elite? He answers his question by writing, "In this book I am trying to show that both are equally
manifested by Durga ... as the interpretationof the initiates. And I can
show that the two hierophanies fit together-that the modalities of the
sacred which they reveal are in no sense contradictory,but are complementary, are parts of a whole."12Without politics, with an implicit consensus, the history of sacred space can thus become a history of religious
ideas.
In the classical sociological and anthropologicaltraditions,earthshapes
heaven, the material organization of society, the meaning of its sacred
spaces. In approachesinformedby reflectionistreadings of Durkheim,the
material organization of space and time is reflected in their symbolic
representation,and thus sacred centers symbolize the social power of the
collectivity. Jonathan Z. Smith has argued that Eliade's sacred center
is neither universal, nor does it have cosmogonic origins. Rather, Smith
argues, in the ancient Near East, the cosmogonic text and the construction

1 Paul Wheatley, The Pivot of the Four Quarters (Chicago: Aldine, 1971).

12 Mircea

Eliade, Traited'histoire des religions (1948; reprint,Paris: Payot, 1970), p. 20.
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of the sacred center typically mimicked the social creation of a political, royal center.13 In more materialist neo-Weberian traditions, as in the
work of Stein Rokkan, power concentrates and the resultant territorial
centralization generates its own sacrality, usually understood as an institutional center of legitimation. The sacred center legitimates central authority or may become a rival to other sacred sites or to profane centers
of economic or governmental power.'4 Marxist writers, such as David
Harvey, have not explicitly tackled sacred centers, but they have theorized
the state's sacralization of territory as a form of aestheticization, a fetisha reflection, but a strategic deflecized form of false consciousness-not
tion from class-based interest conflicts.15 In any event, these works all
point to the ways in which the sacrality of a center is contingent on its
relation to state power. Whether in Chichen Itza, Mecca, Rome, or Santiago de Compostela, pilgrimage and sacrifice are part and parcel of the
political economy of power.
In this second tradition, the ways in which territories are socially organized shape the kind of maps by which they are understood. Shifts in
the representation of space and time derive from underlying "objective"
organization and the political conflicts they make possible. If the first
tradition understands the organization of sacred space and time as the
materialization of discourse, the second sees it as a discourse by which
the material world is understood, even if it is in fact a misapprehension. These latter approaches tend to give short shrift to the constitution
of the real by the ideal. Symbols are often understood as malleable resources to be invoked in order to mobilize, to deflect, to justify, and to
motivate. Power has a material base, but lacks a cultural one.16 Symbols
are so much superstructure. The state's ability to use a sacred center
within its jurisdiction may affect its capacities for legitimation, but the
13For a critique of Eliade'scelestial readingof Australianaboriginalnarrativesas another
instance of the sacred pole as cosmic axis connecting the lived topographywith cosmogony,
see JonathanZ. Smith, ToTakePlace: TowardTheory in Ritual (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), esp. pp. 1-23.
14
See, e.g., the importantdistinctions drawn by Robert Redfield and Milton Singer between "orthogenetic"and "heterogenetic"cities in "The CulturalRole of Cities,"Economic
Development and Cultural Change 3 (1954): 53-77; Stein Rokkan, "Dimensions of State
Formation and Nation Building: A Possible Paradigm for Research on Variations within
Europe,"in The Formation of National States in WesternEurope, ed. CharlesTilly (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1975), pp. 562-600; and Edward Shils, Center and
Periphery: Essays in Macrosociology (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press,
1975), esp. pp. 3-16. See also the importantcollection of essays exploring Shils's theory,
Liah Greenfield and Michel Martin,eds., Center: Ideas and Institutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), and Shils's review of the history of the idea of "center and
periphery"(pp. 250-82).
15See esp. David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity(Oxford: Blackwell, 1989).
16An example of this approachis Michael Romann and Alex Weingrod,Living Together
Separately: Arabs and Jews in ContemporaryJerusalem (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1991).
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content of that legitimation is immaterial to the analysis. And ironically,
the second traditionis as bereft of politics of the center as the first. In the
largely societal studies produced within it, conflicts are confined to epochal struggles between institutional elites who occupy divergent social
and often geographical locations. Cultural tensions between elites and
masses are neglected, except as a periodic problem of central control and
peripheralcompliance. In these approaches,too, the actual places and the
people who live in them disappear from view.
In both the interpretive and social structuralapproaches to the sacred
center territoryand map are always exterior, one to the other. In the interpretive approach dominant in the history of religions, the historical
contingency of control over the site is exterior and nonessential to its
sanctity. In the social structuralapproachdominant in sociology, a center's sacrality is either exterior legitimization or symbolic reflection; it is
not theoretically integral to the construction of power itself. In the first,
meaning does not depend on power. In the second, power does not depend on meaning.
IV. SACRED AND SOVEREIGN

Theoretical approaches that skirt the contingent relation between meaning and power are inadequateto the interpretationand explanation of the
events that took place at har ha-bayit/al-haram al-sharif and the Ramjanmabhumi/BabriMasjid. Both sites are doubly sacred, holy within two
differentreligions, and thus contested centers. Both have repeatedly been
sites of violent conflict over who will control them, conflicts over meanings that cannot be assimilated into a unity structure.This is true not only
between Jews and Muslims and between Hindus and Muslims, but also
within each community.For example, differentMuslim movements within
Jerusalem understandthe haram in different ways. The Muslim Brotherhood historically understood it as a site of transnationalimportance, using it as an infrastructureto counter the PLO's nationalism. In contrast,
since the late 1980s, another Islamic group, Hamas, an acronym for the
Islamic Resistance Movement, has given the haram a nationalist significance. Likewise, in the case of Ayodhya, rival priestly groups have contested whether or not Hindu activists should destroy the mosque.17These
sites are symbols, whose reading is narratedwithin a multiplicity of religious texts that are themselves open to contest. The texts from which
Ayodhya's theological significance derives have been subject to conflictual interpretations,used variously as a template for socialism, nationalist
unity between Muslims and Hindus, and, of course, particularisticHindu
17 Peter van der
Veer, "'God Must Be Liberated!' A Hindu Liberation Movement in

Ayodhya,"Modern Asian Studies 21 (1987): 292-97.
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nationalism.18For example, in the early partof this century,an important
appropriation of the Rama-katha tradition appeared in Baba Rama
Chander's social movement, whose goals were national independence
and land reform. The demons of the epic, the rakshsasas, whom Rama
vanquished, were identified with the British and the landlords.Just as primordialists cannot make sense of the rise of ethnic fragmentation,given
these interpretive contests, an essentialist approachto the sacred center
cannot provide a basis by which to understandthe conditions underwhich
violent conflicts over these sacred centers suddenly explode. These centers are signifying sites in an intertextual system subject to conflictual
readings.
Second, in the context of conflict, access to the space and time of both
sacred sites is conditional; ritual rights in these sacred centers ultimately
depend on the authority and coercive capacities of the state claiming
sovereignty over it. Ritual rights, just like appropriationin a capitalist
economy, require property rights. Given that contemporarypossession
reflects the exercise of past power, these sites memorialize the political
power of those who once conqueredthem. As we shall see, these violent
encounters took place in the context of legal and legislative challenges to
the existent distributionof ritual propertyrights.
Third, not only has access to these sacred centers been contingent on
the exercise of state power, but the sacrality of the site itself cannot be
divorced from the historical exercise of state power in general, and that
of the nation-state in particular.All three religions-Judaism, Islam, and
Hinduism-hold to the ideal of religion joined to state power. These sites
signify territorialcollectivities-nations-ancient Israel and modernPalestine in the first case, aryavarta ("the land of the Aryans,"a Vedic term
for India between the Himalayasand the Vindhyas), Bharatvarsha("country of Bharata"),and more recently, Hindu rastra ("the Hindu nation")in
the second.19 It is the first effective sovereign, the originary Israelite
king, David, who unified the twelve tribes, who chose this city, Jebus or
Shalem, in the no-man's-landbetween Judea to the south and Samariato
the north, who centered his kingdom here and made this site sacred. The
ritual language of sacrifice began as a language of state.
Not surprisingly, the state connects the memorialization of the
sacrifices of the collectivities in whose name it speaks to this same site.
The WesternWall, a space that drawsits sacralityfrom the TempleMount,
has once again become a nationalist site. Israel's elite military units are
initiated in complex ceremonies in the plaza in front of the wall and the
18
Philip Lutgendorf, The Life of a Text: Performing the Ramcaritmanas of Tulsidas
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1991).
19In the Mahabharata, Bharatais the celebrated hero and monarch of India, the son of
Dushyanta and Sakuntala, and the first of twelve cakravartins and sarvabhaumas, or universal emperors.
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state's new memorial festivals-Holocaust
Memorial Day, the Memorial
Day for Israel's soldiers who have fallen in war, Independence Day, and
Jerusalem Day-all
have important ritual ceremonies at the Western
Wall. Charles S. Liebman and Eliezer Don-Yehiya wrote, "Since the
Western Wall is the central shrine in the Israeli civil religion, it is interesting to note the extent to which it is associated in the minds of Israelis
as a traditional religious symbol."20
After the colonial powers destroyed the political project of building
a greater Syria in the aftermath of World War I, the Palestinian movement to create their own sovereign state was led from al-Quds, "the
Holy," their name for the city. Jerusalem emerged as the political center
of Palestinian nationalism. The politically dominant families were Jerusalemites with bloodlines arching back to the Prophet's first followers.
Islamic pilgrimage to al-Quds was transformed into nationalist assemblage. Jerusalem was not simply the Palestinian nationalists' organizing
center, it was and remains the symbol of their nationhood. The Palestinian national flag was modeled on the Prophet's banner used in these foundational pilgrimages, which is still stored in the Dome of the Rock, itself
prominently displayed in the Palestinians' first postage stamps.
While Ayodhya has no particular national significance for Islamic entities in the region, it is the center of a religious narrative integral to the
formation of Indian national identity. According to the Rama-katha, used
by Valmiki in the writing of his Ramayana (and repeated in Tulsidas's
version of the epic, the Ramcharitmanas or "The Holy Lake of Rama's
Acts" of the sixteenth century), one of the two great Indian epics about
the creation of the mythical Indian kingdom, Rama is the father of the
Hindu nation, the perfect king who brings happiness and prosperity to his
whole realm and to all people.21 His reign, rama rajya, is not only the
paradigmatic form of Hindu sovereignty and governance, but also the index by which all existing political structures are to be judged and toward
which the Indian polity must be pushed.22

20 Charles S. Liebman and Eliezer
Don-Yehiya, Civil Religion in Israel: Traditional
Judaism and Political Culture in the Jewish State (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press, 1983), p. 159.
21 Hans Bakker, "Ayodhya: A Hindu Jerusalem,"Nvmen 37 (June 1991): 90, cites Ramayana 1.1.2-4 as an example of Rama's perfection as king and warrior.
22 Ibid., p. 96, gives the utopian dimension of the rama rajya an apocalyptic meaning. He
writes: "For the Hindu believer of the present, a holy place like Ayodhya or Braj (associated with Visnu's incarnation as Krsna) is more than a sacred remembranceof the past; it
is an actual hierophany of the paradise of Visnu/Rama. The holy spots in Ayodhya represent the manifest (prakata) forms of transcendent(aprakata) archetypes in the paradise
Vaikuntha. The occupation of the central and most holy site by a mosque is therefore a
direct encroachment on the holy or divine itself. From such a point of view, the fight for
control of Rama's birth-spot can be seen as a divine fight. A historical religious ideal is
transformedinto a political programme."
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In Indian historical memory, Ayodhya, capital of the originary Hindu
polity, was restored in our epoch, the Kali-yuga, by King Vikramaditya.
With the death of Vikramaditya,the city was destroyed by the Muslims.
Hans Bakker's archaeological study indicates that the Ayodhya of the
Ramayana became identified with the important North Indian town of
Saketa during the reign of the Guptas in the fifth centuryc.E. The Guptas
moved their capital from Pataliputrato Saketa and renamed it Ayodhya.
The Gupta period was one of the most extensive and culturally creative
periods of Indian history prior to the Moghuls. The Gupta Kings Kumaragupta and Skandagupta were both ardent devotees to Vishnu. Skandagupta likened himself to King Rama, and one of the dominantthemes
of his court was the restoration of the city's glory to what it had been
during the time of Lord Rama.
Since the early 1980s, the Indian state has been promotingpilgrimage
to Hindu sites as a particularlyIndian form of tourism by creating bus
routes, building lodging sites, and encouraging schools to send their
pupils as citizenship lessons. One advertisement from Uttar Pradesh's
tourist bureau in India Today, cited by our colleague Mary Hancock,
offered six tourist circuits for its customers, including a Buddhist circuit,
"adventure sports in the hills," as well as the traditionalyatra or Hindu
pilgrimage route.23The state of Uttar Pradesh even sought to build a
costly platform at Ayodhya in the middle of the Sarayu River, called
Rama's Footstep, in order to imitate a similar structureat Hardwar,another sacred site on the Ganges. In Indian political culture, pilgrimage
has become a form of nationalist practice.
While both Jerusalem and Ayodhya represent national centers, there
are significant differences between the two. British colonial authority
was centered in the first but not in the second. As target and stage, Jerusalem emerged organically as the center of Zionist and Palestinian nationalist strivings. Ayodhya, in contrast,was not an organizationalcenter
for Indian nationalists. Neither was it the symbolic center for all Hindus.
Ayodhya is one among many Hinduism sacred centers. In this respect
Hindu tradition diverges from Judaism and Islam. Judaism and Islam
are part of a transcendentaltradition, one where the divine is generally
not available in the phenomenal world, whereas Hindu tradition is immanent, the divine being accessible as a material presence within the
human world. We suggest that it may be the case that transcendentreligions, in which the representationof the divine is problematicin general,
tend to centralize their representation,whereas immanentreligious tradi23 Presentation
by Mary Hancock, Departmentof Anthropology, University of California, Santa Barbara,to the Cultural Analysis Colloquium, Winter 1995. See also Peter van
der Veer, Religious Nationalism: Hindus and Muslims in India (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1994), p. 8.
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tions are more polycentric.24Jerusalem is the sacred center for Judaism,
Ayodhya is one among a multitude of sacred sites for Hindus, given its
panoply of deities. Hinduism is a particularlygeographic religion, organized not only aroundpilgrimage to the sacred river, the Ganges, but to
its four pilgrimage centers, or Dham-Badrinath, Puri, Rameshwaram,
and Dwarka-located in the four quadrantsof modern India, as well as a
multiplicity of shrines sacred to differentsects and orders. Indeed, Hindu
nationalists have, since the 1920s, complained about the absence of a
sacred center that would unite all sects and castes within Hinduism.25
Fourth,the religions anchoredin these sacred centers have been essential to the formation of modern nationalist movements of the twentieth
century. And the modem nations hold these sites sacred as nationalist,
and not just religious, centers. Jerusalemis, of course, the sovereign capital of Israel. The Zionist claim to Palestine is rooted in this city, another
name for which, of course, is Zion. After the Romans destroyed Jerusalem in 70 C.E., the Jews' sacred and sovereign center, Jews adapted to
their exile by holding tightly to their map of history, to the repeated and
promised cycle of exile and redemption. Jerusalem has always been the
center and the end of Jewish messianic desire. Zionism, in many ways,
representsa nationalist secularizationof the messianic dream. Indeed, the
first Zionists were religious Jews who saw settlement of ancient Israel as
a way to activate the redemptive process.
Jerusalemis also the capital of Palestine. The Palestinians were forged
into a nation in part through the political use of pilgrimage, specifically the transformation of a regional Jerusalem-based pilgrimage to
Nebi Musa, where Palestinian Muslims believe the prophet Moses is
buried, into a cross-local nationalist pilgrimage.26In the 1920s, Haj Amin
al-Husayni made the Muslim festival commemoratingMuhammad'snight
journey from Mecca to Jerusalem from whence he ascended to heaven,
Palestine Day. When the Palestinians first declared a state in 1948, they
chose Jerusalem as their capital. When the PLO was formed, it held its
24 In transcendent
systems, representationof the divine either is forbidden or unthinkable, making it dangerous or idolatrous. In the former case, it is centralized; in the latter,
it takes place in the disciplined imagination of the believer. It is for this reason, we would
argue, that Protestantism,an eminently transcendenttradition,has been associated with the
early formationof nation-states given the relative ease with which emergent states could resacralize the ground aroundthe telos of the nation. In immanenttraditions,in contrast, there
are a multiplicity of sites through which individuals can approachthe divine, making both
for unruly and expansive spatiality and making it difficult for the state to counter or harness
religion as a cultural force in the making of the nation-state.
25 ChristopheJaffrelot, The Hindu Nationalist Movement in India (New York:Columbia
University Press, 1996), pp. 19-23.
26 Roger Friedland and Richard Hecht, "The Nebi Musa Pilgrimage and the Origins of
Palestinian Nationalism,"in Pilgrims and Travelersto the Holy Land, ed. Bryan F Le Beau
and Menachem Mor (Omaha, Nebr.: Creighton University Press, 1996), pp. 89-118.
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founding meeting, over the strenuous objections of Transjordan'sKing
Hussein, at the IntercontinentalHotel on the Mount of Olives overlooking
Jerusalem, but then technically outside the municipal boundariesof East
Jerusalembetween 1949 and 1967. Palestiniannationalistheroes are buried there on the haram. When Faisal Husayni, the most importantlocal
Palestinian leader before the Oslo accords, was arrestedin 1988 by the
Israelis for having preparedthe declaration of independence that would
ultimately be announced at the Palestine National Council meetings in
Algiers (November 15, 1988), it was said that he intended to make the
announcement from atop the haram near the grave of his father, Abdul
Qadir al-Husayni, the most charismaticPalestinian military figure of the
1930s and 1940s, who was killed in 1948 at the battle of Kastel.27
Indian nationalism is grounded in Hindu tradition; indeed it may be
considered a secularization of Hindu narrative and cosmography. Two
ancient narratives,the Ramayanaand the Mahabharata,are foundational
to modern Indian political culture. Indeed, the very term for India in both
Hindi and Sanskrit is Bharat, the first Aryan who unified the subcontinent.28Even the great secularist, Nehru, pointed to modernIndia'sancient
roots, which were, of course, thoroughly Hindu. Hinduism'spilgrimage
routes mark out the territorialcore of modem India.29Moreover, this
religio-territorial identity originates in the politicization of religious
difference. The term "Hindu,"a category absent in the ancient Indic period, was largely a constructionimposed by various conquerors.Although
the term may have ancient ethnic connotations, associated with the
lighter-complectedarya as opposed to the darkeranarya, it was first systematically applied throughoutSouth Asia by Islamic rulersto refer to all
those who were not Muslim.30Later,duringthe British Raj, it meant anything that was of India,particularlyits heterogeneoushigh culturesand religion that included Aryan, Brahmanical,and Vedic traditions.The British
either solidified or refashionedHindu as a religious category with communal significance, grantingrepresentationto those so defined within the colonial state. But this category of Hindu was critical in disrupting other
particularisticpatternsof local loyalties and creatinga pan-Indiannetwork
that would be inheritedin its secular form by the Indian national state.31
Fifth, the fact that these sacred centers are integral to the identity, the
territorial claims, and the legitimation of the modern nation-state has
made them productive sites for those groups within each nation who
'7

Friedland and Hecht, To Rule Jerusalem (n. 1 above), p. 346.

28 Jaffrelot, p. 57.
'9 We are grateful to Mark Juergensmeyerfor pointing this out to us.
30 See the recent discussion

by Cynthia Kepley Mahmood, "Ayodhya and the Hindu
Resurgence,"Religion 24 (1994): 73-80.
31 Gerald James Larson, India'sAgony over Religion (Albany: SUNY Press, 1995), esp.
p. 141.
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wish to transformthe cultural basis of state power from the universalism
of secular democracy to the particularismof a state groundedin religious
law. These sites have provided the best battlegroundsfor those who wish
to returnthe modern nation-states that hold these sites sacred to the religious traditions that undergirded their formation. And the two violent
episodes took place against the backdropof states that drew increasingly
on religious, as opposed to secular democratic, bases of legitimization.
These contested sacred sites stand as collective representationsof the
historical conflicts out of which these nations were originally formed.
What makes them so distinctive is that in both cases, the adherents of
the majority religion of the sovereign power-Jews in Israel and Hindus
in India-do not have full access in the sacred center of the religion
in which their authority is partially grounded. The site spatializes an
anachronistic relation between the two groups, inverting the contemporaryrelationship so that Hindus are subordinateto Muslims in the case of
Ayodhya, and Jews to Muslims in the case of Jerusalem.32Moreover, in
both Israel and India, the state was governed by parties, Labour Zionists
in Israel and the Congress Party in India, who held to a secular basis of
nationalism. Regimes ruled by these parties had ratified the ritual rights
held by Muslims in both states.
Given the importance of these sites as symbolic centers of the Israeli,
Palestinian, and Indian nations, and given the religious prehistory of the
three nations, it should come as no surprise that these contested sacred
centers might emerge as productive sites for political mobilization for
social movements seeking to transformthe cultural logic of their nation's
identity and the legitimacy of the state that speaks in the nation's name.
Challenging Islamic ritual property rights, then, at these sacred centers
was a way for religious nationalists in both countries to contest the secular,western basis of authorityof their nationalstates. For those who want
to ground state authority more fully in religion, they stand as inversions
of the natural order of things, indicators of the limits on state sovereignty, manifestations of the state's failure to embrace its religious significance. Enjoining the conflict to expand Jewish and Hindu ritual rights
expressively joins the sovereign logic of the territorialstate with the religious logic of the sacred center.
V. THE CENTER AS NATIONALIST STATE

The TempleMount. The unification of Jerusalem and the extension
of Jewish sovereignty over the Old City of Jerusalem, in which the har
32 Menachem
Friedman, "The State of Israel as a Theological Dilemma," in The Israeli
State and Society: Boundaries and Frontiers, ed. Baruch Kimmerling (Albany: SUNY
Press, 1989), esp. pp. 203-4. Friedman argues that the 1948 war effectively severed Israel
from its holy places and from the historic land of the patriarchs.
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ha-bayit/haram al-sharif stands, set powerful forces in motion within
both Israel and the Palestinian Muslim community of the West Bank and
Gaza. Israel capturedthe symbol of its ancient nationhood and its territorial core at the same time. (Ancient Israel was centered in the hills of
Judea and Samaria, not along the coast.) To the former it extended its
sovereignty, to the latter it did not.
Jerusalem'sconquest and its incorporationinside Israel had profound
theological implications for religious Jews. The haredim, those religious Jews who accord no theological significance to the state of Israel
and whose attitudes range from non-Zionism to anti-Zionism, were now
forced to accord some measure of theological legitimacy to the Jewish
state. As long as the sacred center and eretz yisrael's territorialcore had
lain beyond Jewish sovereignty, they could argue that Israeli sovereignty
had nothing to do with the redemptive process.33Conquest closed that
option. Since 1967, the so-called "ultraorthodox"community has moved
progressively toward a practical Zionism and, since the Oslo accords,
has mobilized to safeguard exclusive Israeli sovereignty over Jerusalem,
a city in which its children now constitute a majority and are likely soon
to be hegemonic.34
The religious Zionist community has always understoodJudaism as a
form of nationalism, obligation, and latent promise for two thousand
years. This community understood Zionism as an agency for the fulfillment of religious obligations set down millennia before, not as an extension of Western secular-democraticnationalism. While the non-Zionist
Jewish community no longer saw the Jewish state as an obstacle to redemption, the religious Zionist community, in contrast, read this joining
of the sovereign to the sacred center through a messianic narrative.History was a text through which one could discern God's redemptive plan,
a plan in which the Jews must play an active part. For them, extending
sovereignty and establishing settlement in the "promisedland"were both
indicators of and means to hasten the redemptive process. It was bad
33 Ibid. Friedman writes, "The boundaries delineated after the 1948 war severed the
State of Israel not only from the WesternWall but also from the historic Land of Israel, the
Land of the Patriarchs, cherished as a living thing by generations upon generations of
Bible-reading Jews. The State was bereft from many and perhaps most of the paths, lands
and tombs of Jewish eretz yisrael. Jews had always expressed affinity for their homeland
through direct contact with these sites. This situation-and especially severance from the
site of the Temple-effectively 'neutralized'the State of Israel from the more deeply religious and substantive dimension of the concept of 'Redemption.'It freed the various factions of the religious public from the need to cope with the religious, practical and concrete
ramificationsof Jewish sovereignty over the entire Land of Israel and especially the Temple
Mount." In short, Friedman'ssuggestion here is that the religious definition of the citizen
and the synthesis of religion and nationalism was only made possible by exercising sovereignty over sacred place.
34 Friedland and Hecht, To Rule Jerusalem, chaps. 5 and 18.
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enough that LabourZionist governments held Judea and Samariaat arms'
length, relating to them as "occupied territories."But that at the center of
the center there was a hole in Jewish sovereignty was an anathema.
The respective rights and obligations of Jews and Muslims in Jerusalem's sacred real estate had long been fixed by law. The British inherited
from the Turks a labyrinthine corpus of agreements governing the religious communities'use of sacred space and time. Before 1948, Jews were
allowed customary privileges of praying at the Western Wall, but could
not bring any of the accoutrementsof worship, including readers'tables,
benches, and screens to divide men and women in prayer, and could not
blow the shofar, or ram's horn, ritually required on Rosh Hashanah or
Yom Kippur. By 1929, the British referred to these engagements as the
"status quo," a term that was retained under Jordanianand Israeli rule,
even if its content changed.
In 1967, as the new sovereign power in Jerusalem, Israel erased all legal restrictions on Jewish ritual rights at the Western Wall, restrictions
sustained by the Ottomans and the British. However, the Knesset's "Law
of Holy Places" also granted the Muslims exclusive ritual access on the
haram itself. That Jews would be ritually excluded from the platform
where the temple once stood was not a foreordained outcome. General
Uzi Narkiss, who commanded the Israeli troops in the battle for Jerusalem, recalled meeting Rabbi Shlomo Goren leading a column of paratroopers at the Lions' Gate with "a sefer torah under his arm, a shofar in
his left hand, his beard bristling like the point of a spear."Goren drove
with Narkiss to the Temple Mount where the rabbi got out of the jeep,
prostratedhimself in the direction of the Holy of Holies and recited the
ancient prayer of battle from Deuteronomy (20:3-4). "Hear, O Israel!"
Goren intoned, "You are about to join battle with your enemy. Let not
your courage falter. Do not be in fear, or in panic, or in dread of them.
For it is the Lord your God who marches with you to do battle for you
against your enemy, to bring you victory." At the Western Wall, Goren
donned his tallit and began to blow the shofar, roaring "Blessed be the
Lord God, Comforter of Zion and Builder of Jerusalem, Amen!" "Leshanah hazot, be-sha'ah hazot, beyeurshalayim,"Goren repeated over and
over again, "This year, at this hour, in Jerusalem."35The rabbi's actions
were not just ritual acts acknowledging the providence of God in delivering the city's sacred precincts to the Jews, they were also political acts
announcing that the status quo was no longer the ruling paradigmfor the
governance of sacred space in Jerusalem.

35 Uzi Narkis, The Liberation
of Jerusalem: The Battle of 1967 (London: Vallentine,
Mitchell, 1983), pp. 252-56.
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The state immediately cleared the Mughrabian Quarter of the Abu
Madyan waqf, or Islamic trust, in order to create a large plaza in front of
the Western Wall. No longer would Jews be denied a place to worship.
What about the Temple Mount itself? The rabbis began to debate its status. Did religious law, or halakhah, permit a Jew to enter the Temple
Mount, regardless of its status within Israeli civil law?
Rabbi Goren set up a small office on the haram itself, carefully measuring its areas using the descriptions of the temple from the Mishnah,
the first-centuryJewish historian Josephus, and Sa'adia Gaon and Maimonides's descriptions of the temple from the Middle Ages against the
accumulated archaeological evidence. In August 1967, Goren presented
his findings to a group of army rabbis. Some parts of the haram, Goren
contended, were not part of the Temple Mount and therefore the ban
against any Jew setting foot on the Temple Mount until such time as the
temple would be rebuilt did not apply. Goren and other rabbis made an
extensive tour of the haram dressed in their military uniforms. Shortly
thereafter, on Tisha be'Av, the solemn fast-day commemoratingthe destruction of the temple by first the Babylonians and later the Romans,
Goren, other army rabbis, and a group of students entered the Temple
Mount carrying a torah Scroll and a shofar. After their prayer service,
Goren blew the shofar. Defense Minister Moshe Dayan ordered him to
desist from furtherefforts to pray on the Temple Mount.
Six years later, Goren was made the chief Ashkenazic rabbi of Israel.
Within weeks of taking office he ruled that religious Jews were permitted by halakhah to go up to the Temple Mount if the exact precincts of
the temple could be determined. The government continued, however,
to prevent ritual access by Jews. In 1977, Menachem Begin, the former
Revisionist leader whose programcoincided with the territorialgoals of
the increasingly powerful religious Zionist settlement movement, was
elected prime minister. Begin had himself agitated against British restrictions on Jewish access to the WesternWall. "A people that does not
defend its holy places," he wrote recalling those struggles, "thatdoes not
even try to defend them-is not free, however much it may babble about
freedom. People that permit the holiest spot in their country and their
most sacred feelings to be trampledunderfoot-are slaves in spirit."36
When, in 1977, Dayan was asked by the new prime minister to become
his foreign minister, he accepted only on condition that the Temple
Mount remain under the control of the Islamic waqf. In that same year,
the Sephardic chief rabbi, Ovadia Yosef, ruled that it was improperfor
Jews to go there unless those precincts were indeed established. Religious law, he further declared, did not authorize anyone to delineate
36 Menachem

Begin, The Revolt (1948; reprint,Los Angeles: Nash, 1972), p. 88.
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them. Yosef's pronouncement was prompted by a radio interview in
which his Ashkenazic counterpart, Goren, told reporters that he was
completing a book mapping out precisely those areas on the Temple
Mount that are "not holy" and on which Jews may walk.
Chief Rabbi Yosef's opinion has held, and a sign warning religious
Jews is posted at the entrance to the Mughrabian Gate of the haram:
"NOTICE AND WARNING-ENTRANCE TO THE AREA OF THE
TEMPLE MOUNT IS FORBIDDEN TO EVERYONE BY JEWISH
LAW OWING TO THE SACREDNESS OF THE PLACE-the Chief
Rabbinate of Israel."37
Incorporationof Israel's ancient sacred center did more than provide a
target, a privileged battlefield for religious nationalists who sought to
extend the territorialextent of the state. For a large segment of religious
nationalists, it transformedthe meaning of Jewish history. Israel's conquest of Jerusalem against all odds and outside of all anticipation validated messianic interpretationsof Zionism, readings of the ingathering
and the territorial extension of the Jewish state as the stirrings of redemption. These messianic interpretationsof Zionist history had, heretofore, been marginal speculations by a small group of rabbis associated
with the religious Zionist yeshivot and the state rabbinate. Bringing the
Temple Mount inside Israel, conquering Judea and Samaria,put the state
in control of the referents of redemption. It was the return to this city,
this land, not the coastal plain, that markedthe messianic moment. Conquering the center contributed to the effloresence of an active Zionist
messianism.
For much of the devout Jewish community whose presence in Palestine predated Zionism, the Jewish nationalist movement that created the
new state was theologically irrelevant, if not dangerous. The rabbis who
founded Gush Emunim, a religious Zionist movement dedicated to populating and extending sovereignty to all the lands taken in the 1967
war, drew on the thinking of Rabbi Avraham Yitzhak ha-Kohen Kuk,
Palestine's first chief Ashkenazic rabbi (1865-1935). Kuk, had argued
that the Zionists' seemingly profane secularist nationalism established the
foundations for the messianic process. As long as the state played its appointed territorial role in the redemptive economy, it was imbued with
sacrality. The Gush Emunim gave primacy to settlement of the covenanted lands over all mitzvot,commandmentsset forth in the Torah,as the
theological basis of the authorityof the Jewish state, a settlement which,
they believed, was necessary to push history toward its messianic end.

37 For a description of Rabbi Goren's activity immediately after the Six Day War, see
Meron Benvenisti, Jerusalem: The Torn City (Jerusalem: Isratypset, 1976), pp. 287-90.
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The denial of Jewish ritual rights to the Temple Mount made it into
a culturally logical target for Jewish religious nationalists and territorially maximalist Zionists who understood the prohibition against Jewish
access as a horrible rent in sovereignty. "The Faithful of the Temple
Mount" was founded in Jerusalem in 1981 with the explicit purpose of
forcing the issue of Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount and restoring it
to Israeli sovereignty.38This site, they maintained, was the appropriate
location for Israeli governmental offices. During their marches on the
three pilgrimage festivals of Sukkot, Passover, and Shavu'ot, when the
Hebrew Bible commands Jews to appear before God at the temple, as
well as during Hanukkah and Tisha be-Av, they have consistently attempted to enter the haram and pray, and in more recent years to lay the
foundation stone of the ThirdTemple. Each of these festivals is freighted
with messianic, redemptive, or nationalistic symbolism, and it was this
calendarthat broughtthe group to the Temple Mount on October 8, 1990.
Attempts to pray on the Temple Mount and the conventions of The
Faithful of the Temple Mount have been meeting grounds for the extreme right to mobilize and make common cause with religious nationalists seeking to complete Jewish sovereignty in Jerusalem. So at the
group's first national convention in 1982, members of Rabbi Meir Kahane's far right Kach Party were present. Rabbi Kahane regularlyparticipated in the prayer demonstrations organized by The Faithful of the
Temple Mount.39Kach made the Temple Mount a central issue in his
politics and the culture of his movement. Their activists plastered the
walls of the Jewish Quarterof the Old City with posters showing a photomontage in which the Temple Mount has been cleared of the Dome
of the Rock and al-Aqsa Mosque. In their place stands the Temple of
Solomon. The same photomontage is prominently displayed in living
rooms of some residents of the Jewish Quarteras well as in the homes of
the most prominent leaders of the Gush Emunim, even those such as
Yoel Ben-Nun, who is generally considered a "moderate."40
The Temple Mount would likewise become a central issue for the
Gush Emunim during the 1980s. The members of this movement understood Israel's failure to restore ritual access to har ha-bayit, just like its
treatmentof the lands as bargaining chips to be negotiated for a secure
peace, as reflecting its desire to be a state like other states, a profane ref38 On the
early years of this group and its first national conventions, see JanetAviad, "Israel: New Fanatics and Old-the Temple Mount Becomes a Political Issue,"Dissent (Summer 1984), p. 342.
39 Haim Shapiro, "Kach Challenges 'Temple Faithful," Jerusalem Post (July 29, 1985).
40 David Grossman, The YellowWind,trans. Haim Watzman (New York:Farrar,Straus,
& Giroux, 1988), pp. 47-48. For a discussion of this photograph, see Ian Lustick, For
the Land and the Lord: Jewish Fundamentalismin Israel (New York: Council on Foreign
Relations, 1988), p. 224, n. 44.
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uge for Jews seeking shelter from pandemic anti-Semitism, rather than
an agency chosen by God to make history.
In its early years, the movement'sjournal Nekudah hardly ever printed
articles on the Temple Mount. Beginning in 1982, dozens of articles advocating the takeover of the Temple Mount appeared.41By 1986 the issue of the Temple Mount had been fully integrated into Gush Emunim's
political agenda. On Jerusalem Day in June 1986, over 12,000 Temple
Mount activists, many drawn from the ranks of the Gush Enumim,
marched from Merkaz Ha-Rav, the movement's central yeshivah, to the
Mount of Olives to view a sound-and-lightpresentationtitled "The Temple Mount Is the Heartof the People." A large detachmentof soldiers and
police was requiredto keep approximatelyone hundredof these activists
from forcing their way onto the Temple Mount.42The September 1986
Nekudah editorial read: "What is proper regarding the whole Land of
Israel must also be properregardingthe Temple Mount... if for returning to the whole Land of Israel, and for the establishmentof the state, we
have pushed the end, by the same token we must now build the Temple."43The following year, for the festival of Sukkot, the Gush Emunim
and The Faithful of the Temple Mount together attemptedto pray at the
MughrabianGate, causing a majorriot in which an estimated 2,000 Muslims fought a pitched battle with police and border troops for over three
hours. Tear gas and live ammunitionwere used to bring the rioters under
control and more than fifty Palestinians were injured. Salomon told the
press, "No power can stop us. We have the will of God."44
Beyond protest demonstrations,there have been more than two dozen
separateviolent assaults on the haram since 1967. For example, in April
1982, a Jewish American immigrant,Alan Goodman, killed two Muslim
guards on the haram and seriously wounded eleven others. At his trial,
Goodman testified that by "liberatingthe spot holy to the Jews," he fully
expected to become the "King of the Jews." Found guilty of murder,he
41
See, e.g., Motti Nachmani, "WhatIs Going on with the Temple Mount,"Nekudah, no.
47 (September 3, 1989), p. 7 [Hebrew];Yigal Ariel, "The Temple Mount as waqf Property,"
Nekudah, no. 58 (May 17, 1983), pp. 18-19 [Hebrew]; ShabbataiBen-Dov, "Fasts of the
Temple Destruction,"Nekudah, no. 61 (July 18, 1983), pp. 8-9; Yisrael Eldad, "In the Den
of Numerologists,"Nekudah, no. 78 (September 21, 1984), p. 14; Baruch Lior, "To Prepare
the Generations for Prayer and War,"Nekudah, no. 85 (April 5, 1985), pp. 12-13; Yisrael
Medad, "Battle on the Temple Mount,"Counterpoint3 (February1986): 8-9; Moshe BenYosef, "Prelude to the Mount," Nekudah, no. 96 (February 21, 1986), p. 19; and Moshe
Levinger, "We Must Not Discard the Old Banners," Nekudah, no. 97 (March 25, 1986),
p. 8, as well as the following editorials, "The Temple Mount Is Not in Our Hands,"
Nekudah, no. 87 (May 24, 1985), p. 4; "The Fuse," Nekudah, no. 95 (January 21, 1986),
p. 4; and "Messiah Now," Nekudah, no. 105 (September 5, 1986), p. 5.
42 Lustick, pp. 170-71.
43 Cited in ibid., p. 172.
44 "Israeli Police, Arabs Clash in Jerusalem: Jewish Group's Plan to Pray at Temple
Mount Sparks Violence," Los Angeles Times (October 12, 1987).
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was sentenced to life in prison.45While commentators have sought to
neutralize these attacks as the work of madmen and fanatics, their periodicity, the discourse of their perpetrators,and the context in which they
occurred all suggest their religious and sociological significance.
While many of the attacks were executed by individuals caught up in
some personal messianic drama, others were organized by groups who
inhabited a not dissimilar discursive world. One of those was planned
by members of "the Jewish underground,"uncovered by the Shin Bet in
1984. In the wake of the murderin 1980 of six Jewish settlers in Hebron
by Palestinians, a small number of Gush Emunim settlers organized an
underground cell that targeted members of the Palestinian National
Guidance Committee, a nationalist body of elected Palestinian officials
formed in the West Bank and Gaza in 1978. Finally galvanized into action by the brutal murder of another Hebron yeshivah student in 1983,
the cell struck at the Islamic College in Hebron, and their plan to detonate bombs concealed on five Palestinian buses in Jerusalemwas uncovered shortly before hundreds of Palestinians riding those buses would
have been killed and injured.
The members of the cell were arrested,tried, and found guilty, but in
their early confessions, some also admittedplotting to blow up the Dome
of the Rock. They believed that the destruction of Dome of the Rock
would initiate a national redemption movement within Israel based on
the writings of an obscure ultrareligious nationalist, Shabtai Ben-Dov.
Human action to purify the Temple Mount of the Muslim "abominations" would lead them and the nation toward Israel's transcendentgoal.
The cell members reasoned that when Dennis Rohan, a Christian evangelical who had been convinced that his violent attack in 1969 would
push the messiah, had set fire to al-Aqsa Mosque, the Arab states did
comparatively little.
The plotters spent hours on reconnaissance missions, observing the
Temple Mount throughtelescopes and binoculars from several locations.
Some members disguised themselves as tourists and entered the Temple
Mount itself. To do this, they found rabbinic rulings that permitted a
Jew to enter the Temple Mount in order to maintain it or to cleanse it of
impurity. Following halakhah, they immersed themselves twice in a
mikvah. They also planned to deliver a tape recording explaining their
reasons for destroying the Dome of the Rock just minutes before the timers were set to explode, and they planned to have a photographerstationed on the Mount of Olives to commemorate the historic event. The
45 New YorkTimes
(April 12-15, 1982); New YorkTimes (April 19, 1982); (April 8,
1983). See also BernardWasserstein, "Troubleon the Temple Mount,"Midstream(August
and September 1982): 5-9. A complete chronology of incidents at the haramal-sharif since
1967 through fall 1983 is in Robert Rosenberg and Myra Noveck, "TargetTemple Mount,"
Jerusalem Post: In Jerusalem (September 30, 1983).
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plan required by the Camp David Accords to dismantle Yamit and a
numberof smaller settlements in the Sinai accelerated the plotters' activities. They believed that the destruction of the Dome of the Rock would
put an end to the Camp David Accords. Egypt would back out of its new
treaty relationship under immense Arab pressure and the Sinai would be
saved. Only the illness of one of the plot's three leaders and the diversion
of their attention to the struggle for Yamit forced the postponement of
the mission. Shortly after the withdrawal from Yamit, Goodman, who
was totally unrelated to the plotters, attacked the Dome of the Rock.
Security was intensified around the Temple Mount and a new series of
lights on the eastern wall meant that the plotters could not scale the wall
without being seen. It was decided to shelve the plan until some indefinite time in the future.
Most of the demonstrations and the planned or actual assaults took
place after Likud's accession to the government in 1977, one of a series
of governments aligned with the religious Zionist movement, a government that supported both the territorial incorporation of Judea and
Samaria as well as Jewish ritual access on the har ha-bayit. They all occurred after the 1973 war, a period marked by an acute sense of territorial vulnerability. They also occurred at a time when the Jewish state
took on an increasingly religious mantle. And they took place against a
backdropof legal and legislative challenge to Islamic control.
The drive to repeal the Knesset's Law for the Protection of the Holy
Places gained increasingly powerful institutional access in the 1980s. In
1982, Geula Cohen, a Knesset member from Tehiyah, a nationalist party
founded in opposition to the Camp David Accords, raised the issue of
the Temple Mount's status as a civil matter. The Muslims, she argued,
were building outdoor prayer platforms in clear violation of the status
quo, which she believed was part of the Knesset's Law, and were destroying archaeological sites. By the 1984 elections, Tehiyah, a party to which
many Gush Emunim members were aligned, had made the status of the
Temple Mount a key plank in its platform. "Legally the Temple Mount
is under Israeli sovereignty,"Cohen charged. "In practice, however, it is
ruled by the Muslim waqf and they do whatever they like there. They
prevent Jews from praying there. They forbid entrance to Jews wearing
kippot [head coverings]. They build Muslim prayer altars on every site
without building permits. Tehiyah will fight for actual Jewish sovereignty
on the Temple Mount."46
46 Quoted in Yisrael
Medad, "Inside the Temple Mount,"Counterpoint:Perspectives on
Israel and the Jewish People 1 (February 1984): 8. On the issue of the destruction of archaeological materials on the Temple Mount, see Herschel Shanks, "Ancient Remains on
the Temple Mount Must Not Be Destroyed," Biblical Archaeology Review 9 (March/April
1983): 61.
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Cohen's charges finally came before the Knesset's InteriorCommittee
in January 1986. A ten-person panel of the committee's membership
sought to investigate the matter themselves through a visit to the Temple Mount. They were confronted by a huge Muslim demonstrationthat
blocked their entrance to the haram. A few days later the panel returned
with more committee members. When Tehiyah'sRabbi Eliezer Waldman,
a leading Gush Eminum rabbi, and anotherparty member took out prayer
books and began the recitation of the Kaddish, a full-scale riot broke out.
Over 600 borderpolice were requiredto end the rioting and tear gas had
to be used to disperse the mob.47
Later that year, in August 1986, an unprecedented rabbinic conference discussed the status of the Temple Mount in rabbinical law. Fifty
rabbis reached the consensus that Jews were allowed to enter the area
and that this was a religious duty. A spokesman for Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir said that "if the rabbinatewill allow prayer, nobody is
going to bar it-certainly not Shamir, who hopes to see the Israeli flag
atop the Temple Mount."48
While Palestinian nationalism began by politicizing the sacred center
in Jerusalem, the founding Jerusalemnationalists, like their Indian counterparts,were ambivalent, if not hostile, to these sites as places on which
to ground their national identities, in that they were committed secularists opposed by religious communities who held these sites sacred. The
LabourZionists were opposed by the devout Jews of the old yishuv, centered in Jerusalem, who saw the Zionists as usurping the Messiah's role
in the formation of a modern nation-state, as well as by the territorially
maximalist Zionists for whom Zion was a rallying cry and a bastion of
support. The Labour Zionists, as a result, while they felt compelled to
claim and defend Zion, such that half of Israel's casualties in the 1948
war fell defending Jerusalem, could never really "have" it either. Jerusalem has remained a symbolic resource for the religious Zionist, revisionist Zionist, and anti-Zionist religious opponents, who by fighting
over the exercise of public authorityin the city have sought to change the
meaning of the signifier and thus the basis of the state's legitimacy.
The Noble Sanctuary. Islam, like Judaism, is a political religion, a
faith meant to be conjoined with power. And like Judaism, classical Islam marks out a particularterritory as its historic home. The Prophet's
47 See Dan Fisher, "Ten Israeli Lawmakers, Arabs Clash at Holy Site," Los Angeles
Times (January9, 1986); Thomas L. Friedman,"AnotherIncident on Temple Mount,"New
YorkTimes (January 15, 1986); and "Left, Right Trade Charges over Mount,"Jerusalem
Post (January 25, 1986), internationaledition.
48 Ehud Sprinzak, The Ascendance of Israel's Radical Right (New York:Oxford University Press, 1991), p. 285.
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armies rode straight toward Jerusalem in the seventh century. For much
of this century, men whose understandingsof the world were refracted
through Islam have taken the reconquest of Palestine as a primordial
test for the political relevance of their faith in the modern world. The
Prophet, after all, did not alight in Madrid.
As the Arab world fractured into nation-states in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, its rulers, even though their reign hinged on
the support of European powers, looked to Islam for legitimacy. Many
Arab Muslims saw the posturing of these monarchs as so much window
dressing, watching with alarm as the new middle classes took on European mores-its sexual pleasures and its godless seeking after material
goods-while demeaningtheir own traditions.Social movements emerged
in the Arabworld seeking to create a trueIslamic polity, to returnthe Arabs
to the House of Islam. The most important of these was undoubtedly
the Muslim Brotherhood,an Islamic movement thathas decisively shaped
Palestine'spolitical culture.The Muslim BrothersenteredPalestinethrough
two vectors-the first, from Egypt, through Gaza; the second, under the
watchful eye of the JordanianHashemites, from Jerusalem.
Like the Gush Emunim, the Muslim Brotherhood,too, read battlefield
outcomes as divine messages. The Arab world was traumatizedby their
utter defeat in 1967, a traumacompounded by their failure in 1973, after
an initially successful surprise attack against Israel, to make any territorial gains against the Zionists. These two wars shatteredthe Arab world's
political vision. The Arab nation, even when it fought together, had not
been able to defeat the Jews.
Palestine's liberation has always been the criterion against which the
Arab regimes have been judged and found wanting by their opponents;
this was particularlythe case on the part of radical Islam, the enemy and
heir apparentto the Arab nationalist regimes. While some secular Arabs
interpreted these failures as an index of their backwardness vis-a-vis
Israel, an absence of modernity marked by religion's influence in the
affairs of Arab states, the radical Muslims reasoned differently.The Arab
world's inadequacy on the battlefield, they argued, derived from its failure to embrace Islam. Only Islam could instill discipline and inspire
people to the necessary sacrifices. All the rest-socialism, nationalism,
fascism-were Western imports. If allowed to flourish on its native soil,
Islam alone would be able to conjure up the necessary forces to vanquish
the infidel.49 A return to Islam held the promise of victory.50In Islam
faith was power. Hadn'tthe Prophet and his followers unified the peoples
49 Fouad Ajami, TheArab Predicament: Arab Political Thoughtand Practice since 1967
(Cambridge and New York: CambridgeUniversity Press, 1981), pp. 50-51.
50 Muhammed K. Shadid, "The Muslim Brotherhood Movement in the West Bank and
Gaza," Third World Quarterly 10 (1988): 668-69.
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of the Hijaz through Islam, extending the Prophet's community to North
Africa, Palestine, Syria, and much of the Middle East? Hadn't the Ottomans, likewise, used Islam to conquer large portions of central Europe?
The Muslim Brotherhood understood the Palestinian struggle as an Islamic cause. "Palestine was the first line of defense of the Arab nation,"
Hassan al-Banna, the founder of the brotherhood, wrote in 1947, "but
more, it was the heart of the Arab world, the knot of the Muslim peoples,
the first of the two qiblas [directions of Islamic prayer]."51 As a result of
its opposition to the territorial compromises of Nasser's government, the
Egyptians suppressed the Muslim Brotherhood. In Gaza, the brotherhood, although it continued to operate clandestinely, went into such a
steep decline that on the eve of the Six Day War its cells had almost
ceased to exist. Those members of the Muslim Brotherhood living in territories controlled by Transjordan chose a different path than their comrades in Gaza. For one thing, the Hashemite monarchy drew from the
Prophet's blood line, while Egypt's King Farouq had been of the line of
Fuad Pasha, a Westernizing Turkish statesman of Albanian extraction
with no kin or historic ties to the Prophet or his companions. Anxious
to avoid the fate of the Gazan Brotherhood, the Jordanian Brothers, who
were centered in Jerusalem, responded with alacrity to King Abdullah's
offer that they be allowed to flourish as long as they did not try to bring
down his regime, and if they refrained from armed incursions into Israel
that would invite punishing retaliation.52
In Transjordanian territories, the brotherhood thus confined itself to
building Islamic religious and social service organizations, not an armed
militia. Although it disapproved Jordan's close relation to Britain and
its failure to impose the shari'a, or Islamic law, by the mid-1950s the
brotherhood had become the Hashemite monarchy's ally against Palestinian nationalists, Communists, and pan-Arab Nasserists and Baathists.53
51 Richard P. Mitchell, The Society
of Muslim Brothers (London: Oxford University
Press, 1969), p. 267.
52 Yusuf al-'Azm, one of the brotherhoodleaders in Jordan, noted in an interview in
1989: "The Muslim Brotherhood did not provoke the king. We had a truce with him, because we were unable to open fronts with all sides at one time . . . We agreed with the king
because Nasir [the Egyptian President, Gamel Abdul Nasser] was irrationalin his attacks
against him. We were skeptical about Nasir's relations with America ... We stood with the
king in order to protect ourselves, because if Nasir's followers had risen to power, or a proNasir government had been established in Jordan, the Muslim Brotherhood would have
been liquidated, as they were liquidated in Egypt." Ziad Abu-Amr, Islamic Fundamentalism in the WestBank and Gaza (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press,
1994), p. 5. See also Amnon Cohen, Political Parties in the WestBank under the Jordanian
Regime, 1949-1967 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1982).
53 The brotherhood was involved in
every Jordanianelection between 1951 and 1967.
In 1957, when King Hussein faced his first real crisis, pitting him against his own prime
minister, Suleiman al-Nabulsi, it was the brotherhood who came to his aid, organizing
mass rallies in his support,often praising his stand on mattersof Islam. In 1962, Palestinian
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While Nasser banned the brotherhood,the Hashemite crown allowed the
brothersto operate openly, even suppressing their political rivals. For all
that, the brotherhood was not a significant political threat in the West
Bank prior to the Six Day War; its message was unable to compete with
Arab and Palestinian nationalism.
The Hashemites granted the Muslim Brotherhood more than freedom
of operation;it gave them power over Jerusalem'ssacred sites. While the
Hashemites sought to reduce Jerusalem'spolitical importance, the city's
sanctity cast an aura in the Islamic world, reinforcing the legitimacy of
the Hashemites as one-time custodians of the holy places in Mecca and
Medina. King Abdullah often traveled to Jerusalemto pray in al-Aqsa on
Friday mornings;he extolled the city's sanctity in his public addresses;he
appointed an inspector of the mosque of Umar and keeper of the holy
places with the rank of cabinet minister to representhim in the city.
The Jordaniansmoved Palestinian nationalists out of Jerusalem's Islamic Institutions, replacing them with Muslim Brothers.54By giving the
Muslim Brotherhoodhegemony over al-Aqsa and the Dome of the Rock,
the Hashemites could count on the Muslim Brotherhood to enhance the
Islamic religious, as opposed to Palestinian national, significance of
Jerusalem.Jerusalem'sIslamic institutions controlled more than places to
pray.They controlled an enormous amount of real estate. In the five hundred years of Ottoman rule in Jerusalem, more than 2,000 Muslim endowments, or gifts of property,had attachedto the haram al-sharif to be
administered by the Jerusalem waqf, an Islamic trust or endowment.
These properties not only generated a substantial flow of revenue, they
were real estate that could be used for commercial development.55If the
Muslim Brotherhood barely survived as an undergroundmovement in
Egyptian Gaza, in the West Bank the brothersflourished as an ally of the
Hashemites, able to dominate Jerusalem'sIslamic institutions, providing
teachers, prayerleaders, andjudges for the entire West Bank, counted on
by the Hashemites as a bulwark against Palestinian nationalism.
Just as militant religious nationalist Israelis used the Temple Mount
as a symbolic battlefield on which to mobilize the Israeli public against
nationalist groups boycotted elections, but the brotherhood supported them. Nevertheless, despite its open politics and its mass support, the brotherhood rarely won more than
two seats in the Jordanian Parliament of the twenty-five that were allotted to the West
Bank. One observer of their role throughout this period characterized them as the "loyal
opposition." See Shadid, p. 662.
54 Osman Hallak, editor of Al-Nahar, interview with author, December 15, 1991.
55 A number of the brotherhood-dominatedJerusalem
waqf's properties were located
close to the Old City's walls, prime locations for commercial development even under
the restrictive terms set down by Amman in the Jordanian city. Yitzhak Reiter, Islamic
Awqaf in Jerusalem, 1948-1990 (Jerusalem: Jerusalem Institute for Israel Studies, 1991),
pp. 13-14.
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territorial compromise, so militant religious Muslims have done likewise. The 1990 explosion on the haram took place during the intifada,
a rising against the Israeli occupation whose public political leadership
was concentratedin Jerusalem.The intifada organized a political leadership, the Unified Leadershipof the Intifada,which reflected and spoke in
the name of the PLO.The "internal"leadership had been instrumentalin
pushing the PLO outside to declare finally in 1988 an independentstate,
to ground the legitimacy of that state in United Nations Resolution 181,
the same resolution which had legitimated the partitionof Palestine into
a Jewish and an Arab state in 1947.
However, throughout the 1980s, the PLO was being challenged by
ever-growing militant Islamic movements. Over the years, the PLO had
migrated toward an independent Palestinian state, thereby separating
their local nationalism from the larger Arab nationalism, for which it had
always presented itself as the vanguard.But Arab nationalism-whether
radical or conservative, local or global-was challenged everywhere by
the rise of militant Islam. In the West Bank and Gaza, it was no different.
Supported by Israel and Jordan as an antidote to the PLO, for years the
Muslim Brotherhood had largely been content to spread the word, to
build a Muslim society on top of which they would eventually build a
Muslim state. The emergence of first, Islamic Jihad and then, after the intifada, Hamas, out of the Muslim Brotherhoodchanged all that.56These
militant movements, which put the priority back on expelling the infidel,
representeda profound challenge to the PLO. Lacking cross-local mechanisms of representation,the network of mosques and Islamic schools
were an indispensable political infrastructure.
The Islamic challenge was integral to the Palestinian revolt. Islamic
revival was everywhere in evidence in the occupied territories.This included the Islamicization of Palestiniannational identity. In the spring of
1987, for the first time since the early years of Jordanianrule in Jerusalem, an estimated 50,000 Palestinians drove in buses and cars to Nebi
Musa for the rebornpilgrimage. In November 1987, an Arab summit was
called in Amman to discuss the Iran-Iraqwar. In the face of Islam'srapid
rise everywhere in the Arab World, Egypt-which had made peace with
Israel eight years earlier-was finally allowed to returnhonorably to the
Arab camp. Almost nothing was said about the Palestinian question.
Arafat was treated shabbily. Apparently,militant Islam was more threat56 F Robert
Hunter, The Palestinian Uprising: A Warby Other Means (Berkeley and Los

Angeles: University of California Press, 1991), pp. 116-18. Hunter argues that Hamas
emerged from younger leaders of the Muslim Brotherhoodwho had been radicalized in the
first year of the intifada and broke with the quiescent gradualism of the brotherhood.An
alternative explanation for Hamas's emergence and development is presented in JeanFrancois Legrain. "Palestinian Islamisms: Patriotism as a Condition of Their Expansion,"
in Marty and Appleby, eds. (n. 4 above), pp. 413-27.
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ening than a Jewish state. Israel, likewise, had decided to crush Islamic
Jihad in Gaza. It was against the backdropof this combustible combination that the intifada exploded a month later.
Hamas refused offers to become an integral part of the Unified Leadership of the Intifada. In the PLO outside, too, they refused Arafat's
efforts to incorporate and co-opt their movement. Hamas had its own
leaflets, its own "strike forces," its own conditions. Its slogan was "Allah
is its target, the Prophet is its model, the Qur'an is its constitution,
Jihad is its path, and death for the sake of Allah is the loftiest of its
wishes." Its "covenant" defines all of historic Palestine, both Israel and
the occupied territories, as "an Islamic waqf for all the generations of
Muslims until the resurrection."Partition was treasonous. Palestine was
an Islamic trust that could not be barteredaway at internationalconferences. "Giving up part of Palestine is like giving up part of religion,"
read the charter. "Such conferences are nothing but a form of judgment
passed by infidels on the land of the Muslims."57
In the first year of the intifada, the PLO pointedly called for the Palestinians not to strike on Partition Day, a day that had always been
mourned as an ignominious moment in Palestinian history. At last, the
PLO was signaling its willingness to accept partition. In 1988, PLO activists had to use force to keep at bay Hamas activists demanding that the
Palestinian shopkeepers shutter their stores as usual. But already in the
second year of the intifada, Palestinians obeyed Hamas'scall to strike on
PartitionDay.
Islamic militants consistently attempted to escalate the intifada. They
were the first to open fire on Israeli troops in Gaza, a tactic that was explicitly foresworn by all streams of the unified leadership. Islamic militants repeatedly stabbed Jews to death in Jerusalem and elsewhere. With
such a strong Palestinian consensus against the escalation of material
violence against Israelis, the followers of Hamas gravitatedtoward symbolic violence as an alternative.
The haram was their naturalbattleground.In April 1989, at the beginning of Ramadan, there were massive disturbances on the haram that
were widely believed to have been organized by members of Hamas who
had come to Jerusalem from the Gaza Strip. Stones stored at the haram
were hurled down onto the Jews praying at the Western Wall. Police
57 On Hamas, see Don
Peretz, Intifada: The Palestinian Uprising (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1990), pp. 104-6; and Lisa Taraki,"The Islamic Resistance Movement in the Palestinian Uprising," in Intifada: The Palestinian Uprising against Israeli Occupation, ed.
Zachary Lochman and Joel Beinin (Boston: South End Press for the Middle East Research
and Information Project, 1989), pp. 171-77. We do not agree with Taraki'sconclusion that
"Hamas' active participating in the uprising, then, should best be seen as part of the campaign of a prospective opposition Islamist party in the future Palestinian state" (p. 177).
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retaliated with tear gas and rubber bullets.58The following Friday, the
Interior Ministry restricted entrance to the haram to those Muslims who
were from Jerusalem. The Israelis set up roadblocks on the highways
leading from the West Bank and Gaza to Jerusalem and stopped many
who wanted to pray in al-Aqsa. Soldiers and Border Police, who manned
check-points in the Old City and at the entrances to the haram, scrutinized every person's identity card so that only Muslims from Jerusalem
could enter.59The Israeli police had previously estimated that 35,000
Muslims would want to pray at the haram; in the event, only 7,000 actually made it. The Mufti of Jerusalem, Shaykh Sa'ad al-Din al-Alami,
through his spokesman, called for all Muslims to pray in al-Aqsa. If the
Israelis "prevent them from entering the mosque, he said, "they are to
pray in the Old City of Jerusalem. If they are barredfrom entering the
city, they are to pray on the roads leading to Jerusalem."60
In 1990, Islamic militants were critical in galvanizing the Palestinian
population to confront any attempt by Israelis to assemble or pray on
the haram. While the PLO mobilized its nationalist forces to demonstrate
their steadfastness against the possible intrusion of The Faithful of the
Temple Mount, Hamas brought in its militants from Gaza spoiling for a
confrontation. They were abetted in this objective by the growing power
of the Muslim Brotherhoodin Jordan.As a result of the intifada and the
riots that took place in Jordan, the Jordanianregime held its first elections since democracy was suspended in 1956. The Muslim Brotherhood
immediately took thirty-two of the eighty seats, forcing King Hussein to
cede them five ministerial portfolios. In addition, the Islamic militants
gained greaterinfluence over the waqf controlling the haram, therebyundercuttingthe modus vivendi that the Jordanianshad worked out with the
Israelis to prevent politicization of the haram.61Just as Islamic militants
had sparked the intifada from Gaza in 1987, from Jerusalemthey would
seek to push the confrontation to a new level, seeking to gain authority
from and over it.
RamjanmabhumiTemple. In terms of text, rite, organization,and following, Hinduism has never been a unitary "religion." Fragmentedinto
myriad sects, its rites divided by caste, devoid of common sacred sites,
the Hindu nationalistshave constantly sought to build a cross-caste, crosssect religious identity, one centered on the territorialIndian state. The
58 Daniel Williams, "Muslims, Israel Police Clash at Islamic Holy Site," Los Angeles
Times (April 8, 1989).
59 Sabra Chartrand,"For the First Time, Israel Restricts Palestinians' Freedom of Worship," New YorkTimes (April 15, 1989).
60 Dan
Izenberg, "Moslems Urged to Flock to al-Aksa,"Jerusalem Post (April 21, 1989).
61 Ifrah Zilberman, "Jordan's
Temple Mount Role," Jerusalem Post (November 17,
1990), internationaledition.
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campaign to liberate the RamjanmabhumiTemple must be understood in
this context.
The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), founded in Nagpur in
1925, sought the regeneration and unification of Hindu society. The
members of the RSS adopted a martial asceticism inculcated through
rigorous physical training at its local branches, each associated with a
temple dedicated to Hanuman, the monkey god allied with Ram in the
Ramayana.62It was not unlike a Boy Scout movement with its crosscaste, disciplined camaraderie,a solidarity that could protect the Hindus
from Muslim attacks and British reprisals. Within the RSS worldview, to
be a Hindu is to be a member of the Hindu rashtra, or nation. In the same
way that the Muslim Brotherhoodtraced the Arab world's lack of power
to its secularism, and located secularism as a form of Westernization,the
RSS saw Hinduism as a particularisticplatform from which to build the
power necessary both to unify the populace, expel the British, and protect the territorial integrity of India. The RSS originated against the
backdrop of the post-World War I Islamic mobilization to restore a
Caliphate, which the Muslim community feared would be destroyed in
the wake of the dismembermentof the Ottoman Empire, a mobilization
associated with a conversion campaign directed at lower castes and
communal attacks on Hindus.63The RSS's very first mission was the protection of pilgrims to the festival of Ramanavami, celebrating the birth
of Ram.
The RSS sought, according to its constitution, "to eradicate differences among Hindus... to build up an organized and well-disciplined
corporate life."64 Organized around ascetic preachers who renounced
both their professions and their sexual lives, the RSS has functioned very
much as a religious sect where the salvation sought is for the collectivity,
not the individual. Because within Hinduism, individuals only have legitimate status in an other-worldly domain, renunciation within the sect
was also a means to constitute a cross-caste community of brothers that
prefiguredthe newly regeneratedHindu nation.65
62 On the transformationof the
symbolism of Hanumanin contemporaryHindu nationalism, see Philip Lutgendorf, "My Hanuman Is Bigger Than Yours,"History of Religions
33 (February 1994): 211-45, and "Monkey in the Middle: The Status of Hanuman in
PopularHinduism,"Religion 27 (October 1997): 311-32, where he argues that devotion to
Hanuman is strongly associated with the Indian middle class.
63 Jaffrelot
(n. 25 above), pp. 19-35.
64 Embree
(n. 4 above), p. 619. The most comprehensive study of the RSS is Walter K.
Andersen and ShridharD. Damle, The Brotherhood in Saffron: The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh and Hindu Revivalism (Boulder, Colo., and London: Westview, 1987). On their
treatmentof the early history of the RSS and its social organization, see pp. 26-70, 71-107.
65 Jaffrelot (p. 44) writes: "Since the explicit purpose of the RSS is to unite Hindus,
above and beyond caste divisions, in a nationalist perspective, the RSS finds in the Hindu
sect a sociological model for the nation."
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The Vishwa Hindu Parishad(VHP) was established in 1964 as a Hindu
council seeking to be a common ecclesiastical body incorporating the
major gurus of all the sects and codifying a common set of ritual practices. In the same way that the Muslim Brotherhoodin Palestine largely
adopted a strategy of seeking to build an Islamic civil society as a precondition for the construction of an Islamic state, thereby eschewing
electoral or guerilla politics until the outbreakof the intifada in 1987, so
the RSS has followed a similar path, only seeking to capturestate power
in 1979.66

Through the VHP, the RSS sought to politically mobilize its constituency. At the same time the VHP decided that the Bhagavad Gita was
Hinduism's common sacred text, it also launched a Hindu parliament,
a Sadhu Sanda, which in 1984 became the Dharma Sansad. The VHR
constructed hundredsof its own temples where all castes could participate equally. In the same way that the network of mosques and yeshivot
provided an organizational network for political mobilization for the
Muslim Brotherhood and the Gush Emunim, so the skein of sadhus of
the myriad sects affiliated with the VHP and the VHP temples themselves provided a vehicle for cross-local political mobilization.
In 1983, the VHP launched a new mass ritual, the EkatmataYatra, a
"pilgrimage of one-soulness," in which huge processions wound their
way across India carrying water from the Ganges, a symbol sacred to all
Hindus, identified with Bharat Mata, or Mother India. Chariots carried
the images of the deities of the Ganges and Mother India undercanopies.
As the processions traversed the countryside, the water of the Ganges
was distributedin each village and the supply replenished by mixing water from local sources with that of the Ganges. Untouchables were given
the honor of carrying water from the Ganges. Three processions converged from the peripheries of India (Nepal, Bengal, and Uttar Pradesh)
on Nagpur, the geographic center of India as well as the organizational
center of the RSS.67

The campaign to liberate the birthplace of Rama from its Islamic imprisonment began the following year, marked by the VHP's establishment of the Bajrang Dal, a strike force of militants trained to take the
Babri Mosque. In fact, the VHP first received the proposal for the campaign from a Congress representative from Uttar Pradesh.68In 1984, a
huge procession bearing large statues of Ram and his wife Sita marched
to Ayodhya. "Vishnavites, Shivites and Tantrists,"Peter van der Veer
wrote, "who have a long history of violent competition were peacefully
66 Ibid.,
pp. 347-53, 73.
67 Ibid., pp. 360-61.
68 Ibid., p. 365.
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gathered under the banner of a goddess not worshipped by any of them:
Bharat Mata, Mother India."69
The Ayodhya campaign took place at a time when the Congress Party
was turning increasingly toward religion as the symbolic ground of state
legitimacy. The once devout secularist Indira Gandhi made public use of
religious ritual. She began, in 1983, to visit holy sites, she attended the
inaugurationof the Bharat Mata Mandir, and she played on communal
themes, which Congress had always spurned.70After Ghandhi'sassassination by a Sikh militant in 1984, not only did police side with the Hindus who murdered 2,000 Sikhs in Delhi, local Congress elites actually
instigated the riots. In the anti-Muslim riots during the 1980s, the police
behaved in a similar manner.Rajiv Gandhi, Indira'ssuccessor, continued
to emphasize communal Hindu identities to mobilize the electorate to
support the Congress regime.
As in the case of Jerusalem,there were legal and legislative challenges
to the existent distribution of ritual rights at Ayodhya. In 1986, the regional court ruled that the Uttar Pradesh government must unlock the
gates of the mosque so that Hindus be allowed to offer darshan and
puja, or ritual worship, inside the mosque. Neither the Congress-controlled government of Uttar Pradesh nor the Indian government countermanded the decision. The Congress government which was increasingly
seeking to make communal accommodation had just passed a bill exempting Muslims from the common civil code regarding marriage and
divorce.71 The Hindus would get ritual access to Ayodhya, while the
Muslims would be grantedlegal exemption on mattersof personal status.
The Muslims mobilized politically and legally against the incursions on
their ritual position in the mosque, at one point assembling half a million
Muslims in New Delhi and their own processions to Ayodhya.
The mass media were critical in the diffusion of devotion to Ram and
his ascendance as the unitary deity of the nation, creating the very same
simultaneity Benedict Anderson located in the coincidence of Protestantism and print capitalism that was so critical to the formation of the European nation-state.72Romila Thaparhas pointed out the ways in which
Indian film and television have been major vehicles throughwhich Rama
devotion has been popularized.73Philip Lutgendorf's study of Ramanand
Sagar'sserialized "Ramayana"on state television in seventy-eight weekly
69 Van der
Veer, "'God Must Be Liberated!"' (n. 17 above), p. 293.
70 Jaffrelot, pp. 330-37.
71 Ibid., 371.
p.
72 Benedict Anderson,
Imagined Communities:Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism, rev. ed. (New York: Verso, 1991), p. 40-46.
73 Romila Thapar, "A Historical Perspective on the Story of Rama," in Anatomy of a
Confrontation: The Babri Masjid-RamjanmabhumiIssue (see n. 10 above), pp. 157-58.
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broadcasts in 1987 and 1988 found that between 40 and 60 million people watched the entire serial, with some of the most popular segments
reaching as many as 80 to 100 million avid viewers. Weddings and
funerals were delayed, city squares became eerily quiet, whole towns
appeared to be virtually deserted or under martial law on each Sunday
morning when the serial was broadcast.Television sets were garlandeddecorated with sandalwood paste and vermilion-conch shells were
blown, the pedestals on which the televisions sat were sanctified with
cow dung and water from the Ganges, worshipped with flowers and
incense. On one Sunday morning there was a power failure in one of
Banaras's suburbs, blacking out a segment of the serial. An angry mob
stormed the power station and set it ablaze.74
The Bharatiya JanataParty (BJP), or Party of the Indian People, was
established in 1980 as a successor to the Jana Sangh, a Hindu nationalist
party. The BJP initially sought to position itself as a more encompassing opposition party by moderatingits particularisticreligious platform,
pressing on economic rather than communal issues. After a series of
electoral defeats, by 1986 it had taken up the Hindu nationalist mantle,
pushing for the abolition of cow slaughter on the one side, and the cancellation of particularisticcivil rights for non-Hindu communities on the
other. By 1988, it had made the liberation of the Ramjanmabhumipart
of its electoral platform, seeing in India's barring full Hindu access to
the site an indication of its false universalism. BJP leaders such as Lal
Krishna Advani, its general secretary, argued that the Indian government's unwillingness to take control of the site was indicative of the
moral collapse of the Hindus, who were too willing to grant Muslims
minority rights denied to the Hindu majority. The Indian constitution's
separation of religion and state has led to corruption best overcome
through hindutva, the religious-nationalist formulation that Hindus are
ontologically linked to the sacrality of the land. In an interview in June
1993, Advani suggested that "the BJP is a party with a vision of a new,
resurgent and modern India wed to a distinctive concept of Hindutva. It
is committed to the secular ingredients of the Indian constitution: rejection of theocracy; equality of all citizens, irrespective of religion; and
full freedom of worship."75For the BJP, universalism was a cudgel to
be taken up against the Ghandian tradition of equality among different
religio-ethnic communities.
The Hindu nationalists transformedthe iconography of Ram. In Tulsidas's Ramcharitmanas,used in the Indian television serialization of the
74 Philip Lutgendorf, "All in the (Raghu) Family: A Video Epic in CulturalContext,"in
Media and the Transformationof Religion in South Asia, ed. Lawrence A. Babb and Susan
S. Wadley (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995), esp. pp. 218-26.
75 "Ending
CorruptionMain Plank: BJP,"Times of India (June 19, 1993).
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Ramayana, Ram is portrayedas a generous god immanent in all Hindus,
who is protected by the monkey god Hanuman. By the late 1980s Ram
had become a muscled warrior,his bow drawn, his image associated with
the model of the temple that would be rebuilt.76This, of course, repudiated the nonviolent Gandhiancivil culture.
It was this narrativethat the Hindu nationalists saw themselves reenacting. For example, V. H. Dalmia, the president of the VHP, told an assembled crowd of half a million Hindus in New Delhi's Boat Park in
April 1991, the largest demonstrationsince India'sindependence, that his
party understood the struggle for Ayodhya to be "a continuation of the
ancient battle, the Ramayana."77The rhetoric of the contemporaryHindu
nationalist movements often dramatically closes any historical gap between the mythic enemies of Rama and those of modernity.For example,
one of the BJP's most prominent figures is Uma Bharati, a sadhvi, or
female spiritual renunciant.In 1992, as the BJP pushed for the building
of the Ram temple on the site of the Babri Mosque, she saw no difference
between mythic and present enemies. She urged her followers on by suggesting that the holy men who would lay the foundation of the temple
would transform"Hindustan"into an authentic Hindu state. They would
destroy the tyrantjust as Ravana had been vanquished by Rama. Rama
demands no quarteror love be given to the enemy. "Announce it boldly
to the world," she said, "that anyone who opposes Ram cannot be an
Indian. Muslims remember Rahim who longed for the dust of Lord
Ram's feet... Songs of Hindu-Muslim brotherhood were sung by Mahatma Gandhi. We got ready to hear the Azaan [muezzin] along with
temple bells, but they can't do this, nor does their heritage permit them
to do ... The two cultures are polar opposites. But we still preached
brotherhood... We could not teach them with words, now let us teach
them with kicks... Let there be bloodshed once and for all." Just as
there was an essential mythological enmity between Rama and Ravana,
so there was between Hindu and Muslim. They could not live together in
a Hindu nation. She left no doubt as to the solution and goal: "Leftists
and communists ask me if we desire to turn this land into a Hindu rashtra. I say it was declared one at the time of partitionin 1947-Hindustan,
a nation of Hindus and Pakistan, a nation of Muslims ... Declare without hesitation that this is a Hindu rashtra,a nation of Hindus."78
76
P. K. Datta, "VHP's Ram: The Hindutva Movement in Ayodhya," in Hindus and Others: The Question of Identity in India Today, ed. GyanendraPandey (New Delhi: Viking,
1993), p. 47.
77 Mark Fineman, "The Wrathof Rama: A
Fight over a Mosque on GroundHoly to Hindus Has Reignited India's Ancient Feud,"Los Angeles Times Magazine (May 19, 1991).
78 Katherine K.
Young, "Women in Hinduism," in Today'sWoman in World Religions,
ed. Arvind Sharma(Albany, 1994), pp. 99-100; Jan Platvoet, "Ritual as Confrontation:The
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In February 1989, an electoral year, before a crowd of 50,000, the
VHP's Hindu parliament, the Dharma Sansad, resolved both to Hinduize
public life and to rebuild the Ram temple in Ayodhya. Using local earth,
villages across India would prepare and consecrate the bricks for the
new temple. Individuals contributed as little as 1.25 rupees for each brick,
the goal being to raise 250 million rupees in order to rebuild the temple. Intercommunal tensions rose as the bricks began moving toward
Ayodhya during the summer and early fall, leading to communal rioting
that claimed hundreds of lives. The government did nothing to stop these
processions from converging on Ayodhya. Rajiv Gandhi's efforts to defuse the conflict by suggesting that the temple might be built about 200
meters from the site of the Babri Mosque ended by alienating both Hindus and Muslims. On November 10, the foundation stone of the temple
was laid on a spot just outside the mosque, consecrated with waters from
all India's sacred rivers, in earth from all of its sacred sites. At the same
moment the stone was laid, Hindus throughout India were instructed to
face in the direction of the Ayodhya and make a flower offering.79 Ram
had become a national god, Ayodhya a national center. Not withstanding the riots, the Hindu nationalists made impressive gains in the 1989
elections.
In October 1990, the VHP organized its first mass effort to destroy the
Babri Mosque. Prime minister Vishvanath Singh, who had been on the
job for less than a year, ordered the army to arrest as many demonstrators
as necessary to protect the mosque. Tens of thousands of paramilitary
police were deployed and more than 100,000 people were arrested on the
roads. Ayodhya was sealed off, but the assault could not be halted. As the

Ayodhya Conflict,"in Pluralism and Identity: Studies in Ritual Behavior, ed. Jan Platvoet
and Karel van der Toorn (Leiden, 1995), pp. 217-18. Platvoet notes that in the contemporary appropriationof the Ramayana, the roles of Rama and Sita were reversed in the
most powerful way, forcing the nation to act in order to save Rama from the hands of the
Muslims. In the Ramayana, Rama had to liberate Sita, but now in contemporary India,
Sita had to set him free. Platvoet writes that throughout the campaign to liberate the
Ramjanmabhumiin the 1980s and early 1990s, each political ritual orchestrated by the
Hindu nationalist parties was intended to replicate the mythological history of the Ramayana. He writes that the "equation of the secular government and the Muslim community with Ravana, the king of the ashuras, demons, was clearly implied, as was the
comparison of their manner of rule and political influence with the forest, Ravana'skingdom, as the realm of chaos and the inversion of the Ramrajya ... The rituals of the
Hindu nationalist served as the consonant and redundant spatio-temporal frames for focusing experience on part of the mythological and historical past: those in which Hindus,
and particularly Hindu temples and ascetics, had suffered at the hands of Muslims in
power; others in which Hindus had fought Muslim rulers; and again others in which the
monkey army of Hanuman assisted Ram in defeating Ravana. They also marked Muslims, whether or not in power, as alien intruders, and Indians who had converted to Islam
as traitors."
79 Jaffrelot (n. 25 above), pp. 398-401.
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mass of demonstratorspushed forward, the police removed the padlocks
on the mosque's gates. In the end, the army opened fire on the demonstratorsand over the next few weeks thousands of Hindus and Muslims
died in the rioting sparked by this assault. The general secretary of the
VHP, Ashok Singhal, noted that the significance of this first mass assault
was "that the Hindus cannot be taken for granted in this country anymore. Their voice will be heard in this country. This pseudo-secularism
of Muslim appeasement has exploded in this country today, and it will
explode further ...Now neither the politicians nor the administration
can give the Muslims any assurance or guaranteeof security. Their security now will depend only upon their relations with the Hindus."80
VI. THE FIRE LAST TIME

In the West we have tended to see religion as separatefrom nationalism,
to think of nationalism as a modern phenomenon, rooted in the territorial
historicity of a state and the universal rights of citizenship. National
identities are thought to be built in opposition to or outside the domain of
religion, which is conceived of as an archaic particularisticphenomenon
having no necessary nationalist identity. Students of the formation of
Western nation-states have recognized that the relation to religion marks
a nation's institutionality and its partisan structure.For example, in the
West, those nations able to organize a separate national church formed
cohesive nation-states earlier than those whose citizens remained obedient to the teachings of the supranationalCatholic Church.81In this case,
it is understoodthat the transnationalLatin Churchoperated as a drag on
the formation of national loyalties.
We are today confronted by the specter of religious nationalism, apparently new fusions of archaic and modern identities. In fact, many
modernnations were built throughthe political use of religious identities,
by organizing ritual, imagery and pilgrimage to religiously sacred centers. This is true not just in Israel/Palestine and India, but in the Christian
West as well. Indeed, it is the case in Europeannationalism'sfirst nationstate-France. David Harvey shows the ways in which the French state
built Sacre Coeur, siting the basilica on the exact location where the
French Commune had begun, as the National Assembly put it when it
voted for its erection in 1873, "in witness of repentance and as a symbol
of hope." Harvey argues that the building of the basilica concretized the
ascendancy not only of a new nationalist piety in the devotional cult of
the Sacred Heart, but also the new ruling classes that emerged as a result

80 Ibid.
81 Rokkan

(n. 14 above).
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of the civil war.82Each spring the National Frontcelebrates the feast day
of Joan of Arc with huge bonfires on the hillside leading to the basilica.
The roots of Zionism and Palestinian nationalism were profoundly
shaped by religion, where the sacred sites of Jerusalem were critical to
forming the national identities of both peoples. It was also true in the
case of Indian nationalism, which built on the Hindu cosmologies and
Hindu sacred sites to ground the new nation, and where the HinduMuslim conflict was integral to the formationof the Indian and Pakistani
nations.83In both cases, the nation was not formed in opposition to religion, but as partof a conflict suffused with religious meanings. The combatantsin these struggles over sacred space and time were predominantly
religious nationalists, men who understood the nationalist significance
of their religion and the religious significance of their nation. For them,
the struggle for ritual rights at the sacred center was one of the most
importantbattlegrounds.
Pilgrimage to the political violence aroundthe sacred centers of Jerusalem and Ayodhya is part of the genetic material of Israel/Palestinian
and Indian nation formation. Let us begin with the case of Jerusalem.
On Friday,August 23, 1929, thousandsof Muslims streamedout of the
Noble Sanctuary to begin what would become the bloodiest and most
savage communal rioting of the British mandate over Palestine. Rioting spread throughoutPalestine. The Jewish quartersof Safed were attacked and burned, and in Hebron, mobs went house to house, killing
sixty-six Jews with knives and hatchets. Before the British were able to
restore order ten days later, nearly 133 Jews had been killed and 339 had
been seriously wounded. British troops and police killed 116 Arabs and
wounded 232. The entire Jewish community of Hebron, the city where
Abraham,the father of the nation, and his kin are buried, was evacuated.
The violence of August 1929 was a continuation of violence that had
flared in Jerusalem in April 1920 and had been confined to the city and
sections of Jaffa. Common to both of these cases of violence was the
extension of Jewish ritual rights at the Western Wall. In both cases of
violence, two individuals were central; a young Muslim cleric by the
name of Muhammad Haj Amin al-Husayni and Ze'ev Jabotinsky, the
founder of Revisionist Zionism. In the rioting of April 1920, Haj Amin
escaped across the Jordan River and was sentenced in abstentia to ten
82 David
Harvey, "Monument and Myth: The Building of the Basilica of the Sacred
Heart,"in Consciousness and the Urban Experience: Studies in the History and Theory of
Capitalist Urbanization (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985), pp. 221-50.
A parallel study is by Mona Ozouf, "Le Pantheon,"in Les lieux de memoire, vol. 1, La
Republique, ed. Pierre Nora (Paris: Gallimard, 1984), pp. 139-66.
83 See, e.g., Romila Thapar,"ImaginedReligious Communities?Ancient History and the
Modern Search for a Hindu Identity,"Modern Asian Studies 23 (May 1989): 209-31; and
SubrataKumarMitra, "Desecularising the State: Religion and Politics in India after Independence," ComparativeStudies in Society and History 33 (October, 1991): 755-77.
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years in prison for an inflammatoryspeech he gave just before the violence began. Jabotinskywas sentenced to fifteen years, although the sentence was immediately commuted to one year. Haj Amin was pardoned
the following September and returned to Jerusalem where he was appointed in 1921 to the position of GrandMufti, the highest Islamic cleric
in Palestine, a post created by the British administration.A year later he
was elected to the presidency of the Supreme Muslim Council.
Haj Amin al-Husayni was not just the GrandMufti with authorityover
substantialresources under the central control of the Jerusalemwaqf, the
Islamic shari'a courts, and a network of mosques and Islamic schools,
he was also the leader of the Palestinian nation and he mobilized that
nation using the Supreme Muslim Council as his central organizing device. Throughout the 1920s until he fled Palestine at the beginning of
first Palestinian revolt in 1936, he used pilgrimage to a site near Jerusalem called Nebi Musa, where Muslims believed Moses was buried, as
noted earlier, as a way to consolidate a cross-local Palestinian consciousness. And most importantfor our purposes,he used the defense of Islamic
ritual rights at the haram as his central rallying cry to mobilize Palestinians against the Zionists. This was ironic because the Labour Zionist
movement was not concentrated in Jerusalem but along the Mediterranean coast and in the north in the Galilee. Jerusalem was, in contrast, a
center for Zionists drawn from Jabotinsky'sRevisionist and religious nationalist streams, as well as the anti-Zionist haredim.
The Mufti believed that Zionist efforts to extend their ritual rights
beyond what was understood through the status quo to be indicative of
their efforts to ultimately claim the entire haram as their own for the site
of a thirdJewish temple. Indeed, he was well aware of Zionist efforts led
by Chaim Weizmann in 1918, in 1926, and again in 1928 to purchase
sections of the Western Wall. Weizmann'splan was not necessarily motivated by any religious concerns for the wall. He thought that its purchase might stimulate enthusiasm for Zionism in western Europe and the
United States. In 1922, the Supreme Muslim Council and the Arab Executive Committee received a copy of a painting dating from the late
nineteenth-century hanging in the Old City's Torat-Hayyim yeshivah,
which showed the Dome of the Rock crowned by a Star of David. The
Jews explained that this painting was only a decoration used in Jewish
prayer and for purposes of fundraising abroad. The picture was copied
and widely circulated by the Supreme Muslim Council throughout the
Muslim world to demonstrate that the real intention of the Jews was
nothing short of the occupation of the haram itself.
The Mufti was actively opposed not by the Labor Zionist mainstream,
but by the minoritarian and territorially maximalist Revisionist movement who seized on the extension of Jewish ritual rights at the Western
Wall as a way to mobilize support for their cause. These forces, largely
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secular, were ultimately subordinatedduring the 1948 war. The Revisionists were opposed to what they saw as LabourZionism's gradualism,
its traitorous accommodation, particularly its willingness to cede what
they saw as an essential part of the land of Israel. They were determined
to make all of Palestine-western and eastern Palestine on both banks of
the River Jordan-into a Jewish state. Their efforts to expand Jewish ritual rights at the Western Wall were spearheadedby their youth movement, Betar. In 1930, the Shaw Commission, convened to determine the
causes of the violence in August 1929, found that the Revisionist Zionist
demonstrations a week before the outbreak of the violence had set in
motion a movement of reciprocal and symbolic sacrilege. At that time,
the Betar youth assembled at the wall shouting "The Wall Is Ours"raised
the Jewish national flag and sang Ha-Tikvah,the Zionist anthem. An unsubstantiatedrumor that they had also attacked Muslim residents in the
immediate area of the Western Wall and had cursed the name of the
Prophet only fanned the flames. The day after the Revisionist demonstrations, approximately 2,000 Muslims marched on the Western Wall and
destroyed a Torah scroll and a number of prayer books.
That the Palestinians mobilized their population through the pilgrimage to and defense of their Islamic shrines can be explained by the
availability of cross-local and cross-clan Islamic organizationand a contested sacred center over which the Palestinian leadership had authority.
However, the decision was fateful. In the process, the Mufti appealed
to Islamic forces throughout the world and Islamicized the meaning of
Palestinian identity. This contributed to the severity of the civil war
within the Palestinian nation in the mid-1930s in which those forces who
wished to accommodate Zionism did violent battle with Haj Amin alHusayni's supporters,and in which Christians were the object of particular hatred, leading to a massive emigration of Palestinian Christians.
The violence of Ayodhya in 1992 also has a long prehistory.There is
considerable evidence that Hindus and Muslims worshipped together in
the Babri Masjid throughoutthe eighteenth, and well into the nineteenth
century. Frictions between the two communities emerged only with the
decline of the Muslim Nawab authorityin Ayodhya as the British exercised increasing power over the semi-independent rulers and kingdoms
of North India. In 1855, one year before the British annexed Ayodhya,
Muslims claimed that there was a mosque in the Hanumangarhi,the
Fortress of Hanuman, located near the Babri Masjid. The Hanumangarhi was a total monastic institution for devotees of Rama who were
also trained in a military fashion. The Muslims gathered in the Babri
Masjid and threatenedthe Hanumangarhi.This led to a violent confrontation in which the Hindus stormed the mosque and killed seventy Muslims, accompanied by large-scale plundering of the Muslim population
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of the city. The intercommunaltension was furtherintensified when the
Hindus intentionally slaughtered a number of pigs on the day Muslim
casualties were buried. The British responded to this first violent clash
by erecting a railing aroundthe Babri Masjid, allowing Muslims to pray
inside the mosque and Hindus to do their puja on a raised platform outside the mosque.84
The religious nationalist RSS, together with the Hindu Mahasabha, or
"GreatHindu Association," founded in response to Islamic mobilization
in the 1920s, grew dramaticallyin the run-upto partition.The RSS functioned both as a militia to defend Hindu communities and property,
and as a welfare organization to assist millions of Hindu refugees from
Muslim-dominated areas. India's northernregions were the heartland of
Hindu nationalism. In the same way that the Revisionists in Israel and
the Muslim Brotherhood in Palestine, both minority religious movements outside and opposed to those political forces that dominated their
respective nationalist movements, enjoined the struggle over a contested
sacred site in Jerusalem in order to consolidate a political world defined
in religious terms, so the RSS in India, subject to repression by Nehru,
who denounced them as fascists responsible for Gandhi's death, jailing tens of thousands of their activists, built the nationalist sanctity of
Ayodhya as its preferredtheater in which to dramatize its narrative and
ontology of political power.
Where the Muslims failed to penetrate the Hanumangarhi,the Hindus
would, in 1949, almost a century later, succeed in symbolically penetrating the Babri Masjid Mosque, thereby changing the distributionof ritual
rites within it.85On the night of December 22/23 1949, a statue of Rama
miraculously appearedin the mosque, which since the violence of partition had been guarded by armed watchmen. Just before the "apparition,"
Muslim graves had been desecrated and Hindu nationalists had staged
a continuous nine-day reading of Tulsidas'sRamcharitmanas.86The Hindus interpreted the event as testimony that Rama was directing them
after independence to reclaim the center of the nation. The Muslims interpretedthe event as an attempt to defile their mosque. It was only with
great difficulty that the army and police were able to quell the ensuing
riots. In the wake of these riots, leaders from both communities initiated
litigation to reassert their claims to the site and the right of entrance
84
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which had been closed to both Hindus and Muslims immediately after
the violence. The commissioner of Faizabad,the capital of UttarPradesh,
ordered the district magistrate to remove the image from the mosque.
However, the magistrate who was a supporterof the RSS chose to retire
rather than follow the order of his superior. Since 1949, the image of
Rama has remained in the mosque. In 1950, a branch of the RSS in
Ayodhya was able to secure legal permission to perform puja for the
image within the Babri Masjid once a year. Subsequently, they also organized uninterrupteddevotional singing at the mosque's gate. A significant number of the senior activists in today's religious nationalist
parties cut their teeth in these Hindu movements in Uttar Pradesh, opposed to both Grandhi's unity policies and Nehru's secularism in the
1940s.
VII.

VIOLENT PARALLELS

One of the most striking parallels is the timing of the two contemporary
and historical conflicts at the two contested sites. The conflicts in Jerusalem in 1990 and Ayodhya in 1992 have parallel precursorsin 1929 and
1949. All these violent conflicts coincide with contests between and
within each nation over the territorialextent of the collectivity.
Indeed, the organizational initiatives coincide with controversies over
each nation's territorialextent. The 1929 violence occurred against the
backdrop of possible partition and growing Western support for Jewish
statehood, rapidly rising Jewish immigration, and British efforts to stop
both Jewish immigrationand land purchases. Gush Emunim and Tehiyah
enjoined the struggle over the Temple Mount beginning in the early
1980s in the aftermathof the Camp David Accords, which granted "autonomy" to the Palestinians, a development widely seen as compromising Israeli sovereignty in the territories, if not leading eventually to a
Palestinian state. Similarly, it was after Israel's 1982 withdrawalfrom the
Sinai, believed by the righteous right to be a part of the historic land of
Israel, a withdrawal forced on Israel as a condition of its peace treaty
with Egypt, that the Faithful of the Temple Mount was founded, and that
there was a rash of individual and group efforts at violent profanationof
the Temple Mount. In 1990, as a result of the intifada, negotiations with
the Palestinians had begun over the possibility of Palestinian statehood,
division of the land and even of the city of Jerusalemitself.
In the Indian case, the earlier conflicts occurred at this site against
a background of the recent partition of India. MahatmaGandhi was, in
fact, assassinated in January 1948 by NaturamGodse, a former member
of the RSS who joined the Hindu Mahasabhabecause he believed that
Hindu nationalists should seek state power. Gandhi, it was believed, had
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betrayed nationalist Hinduism both because of his rejection of Brahmanical values, particularlyits esteem of masculine powers, and his perfidious partition of Mother India.87Godse struck at precisely the moment
when Gandhi was fasting to force the government to pay compensation
to Pakistanfor the losses incurredduring partition.It was this action that
precipitated his murder.88Hindu nationalists, who understand Sikhs as
part of Hinduism, today still look back at Nathuramas a hero, who represents a masculine militancy in opposition to Gandhi'spacifist and feminine casting of Hindu tradition, a pacifism, they believe, that led to
India's first partition.Thus Bal Thackery,the leader of Shiv Sena, an extreme Hindu nationalist party in Bombay, commented: "We are proud of
Nathuram.He saved the country from a second partition. Nathuramwas
not a hired assassin. He was genuinely infuriated by Mahatma Gandhi's
betrayal of the nation ... He had said he would lay down his life before
allowing the division of the country. He ultimately did nothing to stop
the partition."89
In 1992 the territorialextent of the Indian nation was again very much
at issue. In predominantly Muslim Kashmir, in the aftermath of a repressed drive for greater autonomy, militant nationalists were seeking
separation and statehood, looking to the gulf states for financial support, thousands of their young guerillas receiving training and arms in
neighboring Pakistan.90By the late 1980s, tens of thousands of Muslims
had died as a result of government repression of the irridentist movement, and hundredsof thousandsof Hindus had migratedout of Kashmir
and Jammu.91
In the Punjab, as well, Sikh militants began a violent campaign to
achieve an independent state, Khalistan, using their network of temples
as their organizational mechanism. It is striking that the move to launch
a campaign to liberate Ram's birthplace and to rebuild the Hindu temple there coincided with the Sikh nationalist Bhindranwale's violent
campaign to create an independent state, which led to their occupation
of the Golden Temple in Amritsar and its invasion by the Indian army
in the 1983 "Operation Blue Star," followed shortly thereafter by the
87 Ashis
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assassination of Indira Gandhi.92In 1987, the Sikh ecclesiastical and
temporal powers, whose seat was located in the Golden Temple, finally
proclaimed publicly their support for the creating of a new state,
Khalistan, Land of the Pure.
And finally, Indians were profoundly concerned about the rise of Islamic militancy within India, in part as a result of Muslim exposure to
other Islamic states where they worked as expatriates. India, with a population of some 120 million Muslims, has the largest Islamic population
in the world. Islamic militancy was not seen simply as a religious threat,
given that Muslims were successfully converting untouchable-casteHindus, particularly the more educated and upwardly mobile among them.
It was understood as a geopolitical issue, given that Muslims were understood to be potentially subversive and that foreign states were seen to
be sources of funding leading to the conversion of Hindus.93Indian preoccupation with Islamic conversion was rooted in a fear that an expanding Islamic population would eventually contributeto those forces, as in
Kashmir, pushing for an independent Islamic state within India. These
perceptions were shared by Hindu nationalists outside the government
and Congress ministries within.
VIII. THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVEREPRESENTATION

We would suggest that the contest over the territorialextent of the state
is directly related to the violence in these contested sacred centers. Why?
Territorial centers are both sites of material control and symbolic
orientation. These centers are foundational signifiers. Center formation
is one of the means by which power is written or inscribed in the
Derridean sense. The sacred is a cultural language of power. Centers
function as the theater in which the metaphysical basis of power is consecrated, affirmed,and displayed. Rituals organized at the center tap the
primal social solidarity,the communitasthat, Victor Turnerargued,is the
foundational energy of society. Centers are always potential sources of
power, for they are symbols of the collectivity, whose members orient
their bodies to it and draw their identities from it. Not surprisingly,bodies sacrificed in the name of the collectivity are broughtto the center and
buried there. Collectivities tend to be centered.
92 On the
interpretationof Bhindranwale'sviolence, see MarkJuergensmeyer,"Sacrifice
and Cosmic War,"in Violence and the Sacred in the Modern World, ed. Mark Juergensmeyer (London: FrankCass, 1991), pp. 101-17. See also the very importantdiscussion of
the Sikh violence and Indian rituals intended to maintainthe nation in David I. Kertzer,Ritual, Politics, and Power (New Haven, Conn., and London: Yale University Press, 1988),
esp. pp. 125-50.
93 Jaffrelot (n. 25 above), pp. 339-42.
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That power is both symbolized and organized from and throughsacred
centers implies that the center's social construction will have a politics.
Not only will state elites attempt to control or counter the uses to which
that sacred center is put, but conflicts over the social order will ramify in
its sacred center. A number of analysts have pointed to the role of rituals at the center not as mere external instrumental legitimation of governmental authority, but as its internal expressive mechanism. James
Duncan, for example, has illustrated how the struggle between two competing discourses and narratives of kingship in nineteenth-century Sri
Lanka was played out in the politics of the landscape of Kandy, the royal
capital.94These historical struggles over the center not only undercutthe
basis for any essentialist understandingof these sacred sites, but if we
are to historicize the sacred, we must make them an integral part of the
politics of interpretation.Such struggles both originate in interpretive
discord and make their mark on how subsequent pilgrims and believers
will understandthe meaning of these places.
In the cases presented above, violence at the center, the provocation
of conflict at a contested sacred center, was a mechanism to control the
meaning of the signifier, to build the religious significance of these national centers, a significance lying latent in the Palestinian, Israeli, and
Indian nations. In the case of Jerusalemand Ayodhya, contesting possession of a sacred site was used by groups wishing to change the basis of
governmental authorityfrom a nation grounded in mutual consensus and
democratic laws to a religio-ethnic group groundedin divine providence,
that draws is existence and coherence from the gods. It is true that these
centers were instrumentally exploited for the purpose of building the
power of the movement. But this in no way undercuts the meaningfulness of the center. It only confirms the way in which the center is a technology of power, enabling particular forms of collective identity, and
that collective subjects are as much its object and its subject.
Religions are political, not only in that power is necessary to regulate access to and control of the use of sacred sites, but that the formation of sacred centers is integral to the organization and operation of
political power in and of itself. Sacred centers are not just reflections or
traces of political power; they are often instrumentsand sources of political power. Harvey has argued that territorialityrepresents a reactionary
94
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retreat from the political project of modernity, a false consciousness.95
The implication of our work is that spatialization and the formation of
sacred centers may be critical to the formation of collectivities of all
sorts. It is striking that when socialist social revolutions take place, they
tend not to displace the existing center, but to take it and transformit,
precisely because it is the signifier of the collectivity.96
The originary act of power is an act of representation.The center always has a dual meaning, as site and sign of power. Representationdoes
not merely legitimate power, it constitutes it. Power does not merely
ground representation,it signifies it. Powerful representationis representation that has power. Materialitymust be meaningful and meaning must
be materialized. The center is both a real property and has the property
of being a center. Its meaning as a sign of power depends on the capacity
of the powerful to control access to it. Ritual rights depend on property
rights, sacred space being a property,like any other, which cannot internally produce the conditions of its reproduction. Because the center is
the primordialsignifier, those who wish to be powerful seek both to control it and to ground their right to control it in their control over it. The
monopoly on legitimate violence depends on the state's monopoly on
legitimation, or in other words, on representation.National representation is a centered and centering historical process.
Collective representation tends not only to be centered, but territorialized. Modern territorial collectivities are fixed by their center and
boundaries, by their members' orientation to that point and the boundaries of that area. Centering is the existential base of individuality, an
embodied knowledge, a contingent achievement. It is likewise the sociological base of collectivity. Creatinga sacred center involves the massing
of individual bodies into one, generating a gravity that at first probably
enforced and then later transcended the compulsions of kinship. If the
child first knows himself through the mirroredbody of the mother, the
collectivity knows itself through this new representation,this external
center throughwhich it sees itself and thereby is. The center was the first
mass media, a representationclaiming to mirrorall who would be drawn
toward its precincts, who would obey its rhythms and rites.
Authority extends; it defines and defends boundaries. Pierre Bourdieu
has argued that our most important,most "natural"knowledge of the social arrives to us through our bodies, that social knowledge is embodied
and thereby naturalized.97If we know the social through our bodies, it
95 Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity (n. 15 above).
96 Elaine Chan, "Socialization and Center
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Movement," Ph.D. diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1995.
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is no wonder that we represent the social in corporal form, and not just
in the person of the sovereign.98 As we know our bodies as social bodies,
we imagine the social as our body, as the spatial body of the national
collectivity. Nations are territorial bodies. Contests at the center are culturally logical strategies to contest the territorial extent of the nation.
Contests over the territorial extent of the nation are culturally logical
occasions for struggles over the bases of collective authority, for extent
is a language for and a measure of the power of substance. Power is written and rewritten from and at the center.
University of California, Santa Barbara
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